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ABSTRACT:It would be preferable if drivers ould bewarned about tra� jams suh that theyan take another route to their destina-tion. In this thesis, methods for dete-tion of tra� jams are designed. A datawarehouse ontaining historial tra� in-formation is designed to test whether itan be used to detet non-periodi tra�jams. A prototype of the design is im-plemented to test the three methods onrealisti data generated by a data gen-erator. The results from the methodsare ompared to eah other and om-binations of the three methods are alsoonsidered. The experiments indiatethat tra� jams an be deteted andthe detetion proess an be improvedby optimizing di�erent parameters. Thefore of data warehouses, namely pre-aggregation, is not used. Therefore, anormal relational model ould have beenused instead.
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1Introduction

Tra� jams are an everyday issue. Every day many people are delayed in theirdriving beause they are stuk in a tra� jam. Tra� jams an also be the reasons foraidents beause drivers might not pay attention to the hanging tra� onditions,like redued speed and inreased number of ars. As drivers approah a tra� jamthey might not have time enough to stop before they hit the ar in front of them.This senario will make the tra� jam even worse. Another onern regarding tra�jams is that people that have been stuk in a tra� jam are delayed. If drivers are ina hurry, if they for instane have to ath a plane, the tra� jam will slow them downand therefore this might ause them to inrease their speed one out of the tra�jam. This will endanger other drivers and the risk of aidents will inrease. Themost important matter, however, is the annoyane tra� jams an ause the drivers.When drivers are stuk in a tra� jam they get annoyed and frustrated beause theywill be late and perhaps mostly beause they are wasting their time. Drivers wouldprobably be grateful if they somehow ould avoid getting stuk in tra� jams.Tra� jams an not be fully avoided but the impat of a tra� jam an be dereasedby redireting ars heading towards it. Drivers that are heading in the diretion of atra� jam but have not reahed it yet an be informed about the tra� jam suh thatthey have the opportunity to hoose a di�erent route. If most of them hoose anotherroute, the tra� jam will inrease in size more slowly or perhaps even derease. Thiswill ause the tra� jam to dissolve faster. A way to inform drivers about tra�jams ahead is to have a tra� jam detetion servie. This servie must detet tra�jams and inform drivers about them. In this report the part of the servie thatdetets the tra� jam will be designed.In order to inform drivers about a tra� jam it must be determined that there is atra� jam. This an be done in various ways. The approah suggested in this reportassumes that a representative number of ars report their position frequently while



12 Introdutiondriving. From these positions information an be derived in order to determine wherethere are tra� jams. In this report three di�erent methods for deteting tra� jamsare proposed and a ombined method involving all three methods is designed.The methods are primarily designed for deteting non-periodi tra� jams whihmeans that repeating tra� jams, for instane during morning rush hours, will notbe the main issue. The design allows for deteting these reourring tra� jams butbeause these might be antiipated by the driver, the design fouses on detetingtra� jams that have suddenly ourred, for instane beause of a road aident. Inorder not to detet the repeating tra� jams the atual situations will be omparedto past behavior. Information about past behavior ould be available by maintain-ing historial information in an ordinary, relational database. This type of database,however, supports retrieval of individual values, not quantitative, aggregate informa-tion. Therefore, the historial information is instead stored in a data warehouse.A data warehouse is a speial kind of relational database with a simple design op-timized for providing fast answers to aggregate queries. In the design of tra� jamdetetion methods the data warehouse ould provide the neessary historial infor-mation. By omparing this to the atual tra� situation it ould be determined ifthe atual situation is normal or if there is a tra� jam. The historial tra� infor-mation is onstituted by large amounts of data that must be aggregated in order toprovide a general view of the tra� situation. The bene�ts of storing the data in adata warehouse is that required aggregated information an be retrieved fast despitethe large amount of data.Most ontemporary tra� jam detetion methods are based on loation-dependentdevies suh as monitors above the road or eletromagneti sensors in the road. Aonsequene of this approah is that tra� jams an only be deteted in plaes wherethese devies have been installed. In order to detet tra� jams in all plaes suhdevies must be installed on all roads and in all parts of the road. This an be avery expensive solution. Instead, a design is suggested that based on the loationsof the ars an detet tra� jams on all roads.Data warehousing is widespread in the area of business intelligene and On-LineAnalytial Proessing (OLAP). It is often used for quantitative analysis on sales withthe purpose of determining inreases and dereases of sales in produts and stores. Arelatively new area is the data warehouse based analysis of spatio-temporal objets.The design of data warehouses for spatio-temporal data has been investigated inorder to determine requirements and restritions on suh designs. This investigationprovides the bakground for designing an appliation that utilizes data warehousesfor spatio-temporal data. The purpose of the design presented in this thesis is toinvestigate the appliability of data warehouses for providing su�ient historialinformation to detet tra� jams.The remainder of the thesis is strutured as follows. Chapter 2 gives a disussion



13of tra� jams and the tehnology neessary for deteting them. The hapter isonluded with some requirements for a tra� jam detetion servie. Chapter 3ontains a brief overview of general data warehouse theory. Chapters 4, 5 and 6 eahontain a di�erent method for deteting tra� jams and hapter 7 presents a designof a method ombining the three previous methods. Chapter 8 ontains a desriptionof the data generator used to generate realisti data for testing the design. In hapter9 the results of the tests are explained. In hapter 10 the onlusion is presentedtogether with suggestions for future work in the area. There are two appendiesin the report. They ontain the soure ode of the implementation and a shortdesription of the Global Positioning System (GPS).





2Problem
Description

The design of a tra� jam detetion servie requires knowledge about tra� jamsand other tra� related topis. The aim of this hapter is to examine these topisand provide the neessary information for designing a tra� jam detetion servie.This inludes onsidering what a tra� jam is, how it ours, how it is deteted andsuggestions for other detetion methods. The hapter also onsiders the neessaryroad information and it disusses other tra� jam related problems. The hapter isonluded with some requirements for the design of a tra� jam detetion servietogether with a senario desription.2.1 Tra� Jam DesriptionIn this setion, a disussion of how to de�ne a tra� jam is provided and situationsausing tra� jams are disussed.2.1.1 De�nition of Tra� JamA tra� jam is not a onept that an be universally de�ned beause eah personhas an individual opinion. People would in general agree on the existene of tra�jams in extreme ases but in the less extreme ases people might have di�erentopinions. For a given situation some people might onsider it a small tra� jamwhereas others might think it is only a bit more tra� than usual. Therefore, itmight not be possible to give a de�nition that everyone would agree upon but a



16 Problem Desriptiongood de�nition would be suh that most people agree in most ases whether there isa tra� jam or not. A de�nition ould be based on the number of drivers that arestuk in the tra� jam or it ould be based on the amount of time that the driversare delayed. It ould also be onsidered how annoyed the drivers are suh that ifmore than a ertain perentage of the drivers are annoyed by the slow tra� it willbe onsidered a tra� jam. This is not easy to measure, however. Furthermore,the de�nition of a tra� jam should depend on the loal onditions and it mighttherefore be di�ult to over all speial ases. For these reasons, no de�nition willbe given. Instead, to avoid misunderstandings, and to reate a ommon onsensus,the following statement is used to indiate a tra� jam.A tra� jam is a situation with slow and heavy tra�.2.1.2 Causes of Tra� JamsAn obvious reason for a tra� jam to our is a road aident. If an aident happens,the ars involved might blok the road and if the road is totally bloked, no ars willget past the point of the aident. Cars that are heading in the diretion of theaident might not know that an aident has ourred. They will ontinue towardsthe point of the aident but they will not be able to get past it. Therefore, thetra� will aumulate and a tra� jam will arise.A similar ase for a tra� jam to arise is road onstrution work. In suh ases theremight be a redued speed limit, the road might be narrow and sometimes only onelane is open suh that ars an only pass in one diretion at a time. If the numberof ars heading for the point of the road onstrution is higher than the number ofars being able to pass through the road onstrution the ars will line up behindeah other. This will inrease the time it takes to pass through the area and at somepoint there will be a tra� jam.Tra� jams often our during rush hours. During this time of day the tra� ishighly inreased beause a lot of people need to go the same way at the same time.At some point there will be too many ars ompared to the size and onditions ofthe road. This will drastially redue the speed of the ars, and a tra� jam thusbeomes inevitable simply due to overload. When the number of ars entering theongested area dereases the tra� jam will slowly break up and the �ow will againreah a normal level.Tra� lights on a road an also be a reason for ongestion. The lights might notlet enough ars through so the ars will line up behind eah other. This means thatsome ars might have to wait for several green lights before they an pass throughthe intersetion. Even though the situation seems under ontrol the ars might haveto wait for a long time.



2.2 Tra� Jam Detetion 17A tra� jam on a road an a�et adjaent roads. Cars on adjaent roads mightnot be able to leave these roads and enter the ongested road beause this road isalready full. This might ause a tra� jam on the adjaent roads in the diretiontowards the ongested road. Furthermore, ars on the ongested road might turn tothe adjaent roads to get away from the tra� jam. This will ause an inreasedload on these roads and a tra� jam might our here as well.From these onsiderations a ommon understanding is obtained that an be used forfurther analysis throughout the hapter.2.2 Tra� Jam DetetionIn order to design a tra� jam servie, detetion methods of existing servies shouldbe onsidered and various new approahes should be suggested that provide other orbetter solutions. This setion ontains an overview of present tra� jam detetiontehniques and onsiderations on new methods.In order to inform drivers about tra� jams it must be determined that there isa tra� jam on the road. One way of determining this is by having oils in theroad. They an detet the speed and number of ars passing over them and theyan distinguish the di�erent lanes of a road suh that only when all lanes in thesame diretion have slow and heavy tra� a tra� jam is deteted. In Denmark,in the town of Aalborg, this system is implemented at the ends of the tunnel underthe Limfjord where tra� jams frequently our. The speed and number of ars isreorded periodially within a given time interval. If �ve or more ars have a lowspeed the situation is onsidered a tra� jam. A disadvantage is that the oils anonly provide information about the spei� point where they are plaed. In orderto provide information about an entire road many oils must be distributed over theroad. Furthermore, the oils annot determine the individual ars from eah other.In some plaes tra� jams are deteted using ameras �lming the road. The infor-mation from the ameras is used by a omputer vision system that an distinguishthe ars and their speed together with their type, suh as motoryle, ar or truk.Another way of deteting tra� jams is if people have seen the tra� jam or driversare stuk in it they might all the polie station or radio station. These stationsould send out warnings on the radio suh that people have the option of hoosinganother route.If an aident has ourred and the polie is alled, they have the option of informingother drivers about the aident suh that they an hoose another route.When a tra� jam has been deteted, people an be informed in various ways. Sometra� jams are reported in the morning news on TV. Tra� jams an also be reported



18 Problem Desriptionon the radio. Several ountries use a system alled Radio Data System (RDS). Whena tra� jam has been deteted, a notie is typially sent out from speial RDS radiostations. A speial RDS radio an reeive this information and interrupt the urrentradio funtion suh that the listener is informed even though the ar stereo is playinga CD or assette.Using these approahes, only a limited amount of information is reeived. They willnot provide a steady, representative soure of data.The position and speed an be determined by a mobile phone if the driver hasone in the ar. Many people have a mobile phone so the perentage of driversrepresented by this approah will be very high. Using mobile phones, the individualars an be distinguished from eah other but the position, on the other hand, annotbe determined very preisely. The positions will typially be determined with anauray of 100 to 500 meters. If two roads are lose it might therefore be impossibleto determine on whih one a given position is reorded. Furthermore, if the speed isdetermined from these positions by omputing the Eulidean distane it might di�ermuh from the atual speed.Another way is to use the GPS system, brie�y desribed in appendix B. If a driverhas a GPS reeiver in the ar this reeiver an very preisely determine its positionand from this position the speed an be alulated. A problem with using GPS isthat it is not very widespread. Not many drivers have a GPS reeiver in their ar andtherefore, basing a tra� jam detetion servie on ars with GPS reeivers would notprovide su�ient data to make onlusions about tra� jams. Another disadvantageis that it is up to the drivers to report their position. The GPS reeivers determinetheir position but they do not automatially forward this information to anyone.It might also be possible to install transmitters along the roads. If these transmitterssend out signals about their position and road identity this signal an be piked upby devies in the ars. In this way ars an determine their position and speed quiteaurately. This tehnology has not yet been developed and it ould furthermore bean expensive solution.Coils and ameras provide aurate information. In order to base the detetion oftra� jams on every road on suh devies, these must be installed on every roadand this is an expensive solution. Relying on reportings from drivers or polie is nota reliable method beause there is no guarantee of how many tra� jams will bereported. Using mobile phones, on the other hand, has the advantage of widespreaduse, and therefore the potential of beoming a representative method of olletingdata. The disadvantage is that GSM positioning is not preise enough to determinewhih road the ar is on. GPS has the auray needed to determine the road,but the usage is not widespread enough, and therefore su�ient data an not beprovided.



2.3 Infrastruture Desription 192.3 Infrastruture DesriptionThis setion ontains a desription of existing road information and additional infor-mation required by tra� jam detetion methods.When ars are moving they follow a network of roads and intersetions. Therefore,the tra� jam detetion servie need only onsider this network instead of the om-plete two-dimensional spae. When analyzing tra� and deteting tra� jams it isimportant to be able to distinguish di�erent roads from eah other suh that it anbe uniquely determined on whih road eah ar is driving. Roads have a name butall roads in Denmark furthermore have a road ode of seven digits attahed. Theountry of Denmark is divided into 275 smaller areas eah alled a kommune andeah of these overs a small area usually entered around a town. The �rst threedigits of a road ode are a ode for the kommune to whih the road belongs, and thelast four digits are a unique number within the kommune for that road. The roadodes for all roads in Denmark are easily aessible information beause they an beobtained from the administrating o�es in eah kommune.For a tra� information servie it might not be su�ient to onsider roads beauseroads an be long and the onditions in one end of the road might di�er from theonditions in the other end. If a road is longer than 100 km, for instane, it is notinteresting for drivers in one end to know about a tra� jam in the other end. Fur-thermore, it might be di�ult to detet tra� jams in suh a situation, beause thetra� jam onditions might only apply for part of the road. To avoid these problems,a road an be divided into smaller parts represented by straight line segments withstarting and ending oordinates. The starting and ending point of a segment an bedetermined by an end of a road, a rossing or a urve. If the road bends there willbe an inreasing distane between the road and the segment. When this distaneexeeds a given threshold the �rst segment is ended and a new one is added to reduethe distane to the road as illustrated in �gure 2.1 on the following page. The tworoads in the �gure are represented by �ve segments. The intersetion determines adivision of segments and the urve auses an inreased distane between the roadand the segment. At the point of the arrow the distane exeeds the threshold anda new segment is reated.Information about road segments already exists. It is maintained by Dansk Adresse-& Vejdatabase (DAV) whih is a Danish address and road database. DAV has amongother things information about road segments, road odes, road names, kommuneodes, road lassi�ations and postal odes.Another onern for a tra� information servie is that tra� an be di�erent de-pending on the diretion. For instane in the morning, the diretion towards townmight be ongested whereas the opposite diretion might be muh less rowded. Itis therefore neessary to be able to distinguish the two opposite diretions from eah
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Figure 2.1: Five segments representing two roadsother. If roads have been divided into segments a further division into the two possi-ble diretions would be a simple task. A road is divided into segments and a segmentis divided into two segments with opposite diretions. Segments that were originallyone-way segments are not divided into two segments. For the remaining part of thisreport, a segment is de�ned to be part of a road and having only one diretion.2.4 Appliations of Tra� InformationThis setion onsiders the bene�ts of a tra� jam detetion servie and disussessome of the properties that suh a servie ould have.2.4.1 Tra� Jam Information AppliationsTra� information an be used in di�erent ways and for di�erent purposes. It ouldbe used to provide valuable information about tra� onditions to drivers. This ouldfor instane be information about the positions of tra� jams, estimated travel timethrough the ongested area and suggestion of a di�erent route. Tra� jam detetionsare urrently used for reduing the allowed speed on the road while the tra� jamis present. This is to obtain a more regular tra� and to avoid that ars headingin the diretion of the tra� jam drive so fast that they are not able to stop beforehitting ars already in the tra� jam.Tra� jam information an also be used for statistial information. For instane,if tra� jams are deteted many times on the same road it might be bene�ial toextend the road with an extra lane, hange the speed limits, build a bypass road or



2.4 Appliations of Tra� Information 21hange the intervals between green lights at intersetions.Another appliation in the area of tra� jams ould be to predit future tra� jams.If patterns in the driving an be ompared with past information it might be possibleto determine that a tra� jam will our even before ars get stuk. If, for instane,it is observed that many ars are heading in the same diretion and similar behaviorhas previously resulted in a tra� jam it is very likely that a tra� jam will ouragain. A part of the drivers heading in the diretion of the predited tra� jamould be warned and the tra� jam might be avoided.2.4.2 Detetion ProbabilityA onern regarding the report of tra� jams is the ertainty. A tra� jam anbe reported if it is likely, that there is a tra� jam or it an be reported only if itis ertain that there is a tra� jam. There are two di�erent kinds of unertaintiesthat must be onsidered when deiding whether to report a tra� jam. As desribedpreviously, it is di�ult to give a de�nition of a tra� jam beause people havedi�erent opinions. Therefore, they also have di�erent preferenes of whih tra�jams they would like to be warned about. For a given situation people that onsiderit a tra� jam would prefer to be warned and they might get annoyed if they arenot warned. On the other hand, people that do not onsider it a tra� jam mightbe annoyed for being warned about nothing. The seond unertainty that should beonsidered is the unertainty related to the detetion methods. Assuming that allpeople agree on a spei� tra� jam de�nition there will still be unertainties relatedto the methods. This is both beause of the physial devies used to determine speedand position and beause of the di�erent onditions on the roads. It simply will notbe possible to design a method that takes all road information into aount.The solution to the problem about unertainty is to minimize the number of falsepositives and negatives. False positives are the ases where the methods detet atra� jam that is not there and false negatives are ases where the methods do notdetet a tra� jam even though there is one. The goal is to determine when to reporttra� jams suh that least people are annoyed about wrong detetions. If manypeople are annoyed about not being informed more tra� jams should be deteted.If this approah is used, it should be taken into aount that people might �nd it veryannoying to get stuk in a tra� jam without being warned. Reeiving a warningif there is not a tra� jam would to most people be less annoying. Furthermore, ifpeople are warned even though there is no heavy tra� jam they might still hooseanother route and this might prevent a heavy tra� jam from ourring. It mightalso be that the alternative route is only a few minutes longer. If this is the ase,hoosing this route might be preferable ompared to the risk of getting stuk in atra� jam for a long time. Therefore, instead of minimizing the number of falsepositives and negatives, the number of false negatives should be minimized rather



22 Problem Desriptionthan the number of false positives. This, however, is only until the inrease in thenumber of false positives gets too high.A way of determining when to report tra� jams is to have test persons that volunteerto give feedbak on the warnings they reeive. This way, the detetion proess anbe adjusted suh that it does not detet too many or too few tra� jams. Anothersolution is to let people deide for themselves how ertain the tra� jam should bebefore they are informed. When people sign up for a detetion servie, for instane,they ould have the possibility of seleting between di�erent types of ertainties ofthe tra� jams. They ould for instane be able to hoose between three types oftra� jams, suh as heavy tra� jams, high probability of tra� jams and smallindiation of tra� jam. This would allow people to selet the type of ertainty thatis best suited for them.
2.4.3 Seletion of Tra� InformationAs desribed in setion 2.1.2 there an be many reasons for a tra� jam to our.These reasons an be divided into two types, those that are periodi suh as dailyrush hours and Christmas tra�, and those that happen at arbitrary points in timesuh as road aidents.Assuming that a person leaves for work every morning at the same time and followsthe same route. If there is usually a tra� jam on that route at that time everymorning the person will know about this. He or she has the option of hoosinganother route but it might be that no other route is faster and therefore, the driverstays on the same route even though it is ongested. If this person has signed upfor a tra� jam detetion servie he or she will not be interested in being informedevery morning that there is a tra� jam on the route. Only unusual tra� jams willbe interesting for that driver. It should therefore be possible to distinguish betweenperiodi and non-periodi tra� jams suh that only the non-periodi are reportedto drivers.In order to detet only non-periodi tra� jams the daily tra� on the road mustbe known suh that if the normal ondition is ongestion a tra� jam should onlybe deteted if there is more ongestion than usually. Information about the dailytra� an be obtained by storing inoming observations in a data warehouse. Fromthis data warehouse the tra� for di�erent roads and di�erent periods of time aneasily be seleted. A brief overview of data warehouse theory an be found in thefollowing hapter.



2.5 Tra� Jam Servie Senario 232.5 Tra� Jam Servie SenarioThe tra� jam detetion servie developed here will fous on the detetion of presenttra� jams and it will aim at providing tra� jam information to drivers.The ideas for deteting tra� jams are based on ertain requirements. It shouldbe possible to determine the position and speed of ars and the ars should bedistinguishable. Furthermore, a large number of ars should be onsidered. It is notneessary to have information about all ars, only enough to give a representativeview of the tra� jam situation.An example of the tehniques behind the tra� jam detetion servie is based onboth GPS reeivers and mobile phones. The example is illustrated in �gure 2.2.Satellites send out signals as desribed in appendix B and from these signals a GPSreeiver an determine its position. If a driver has both a GPS reeiver and a mobilephone in the ar and if these are onneted the position determined by the GPS anbe sent by the mobile phone. The position is transmitted via antennas to a stationaryloation where it is used for deteting tra� jams. If a tra� jam is deteted a notieis sent to the driver's mobile phone.

Figure 2.2: Data �ow of the tra� jam detetion servieFirst of all, it is neessary that drivers agree to report their positions beause thesepositions are fundamental for the tra� jam detetion. A way of onvining driversto report this information is to give them something in return, for instane free orheap tra� jam information. This ould espeially be neessary in the startingphase of the detetion servie, beause in the beginning there is not a su�ientnumber of drivers that have signed up for the servie to supply su�ient data fortra� jam detetion. Furthermore, reporting their positions is a neessary onditionfor obtaining tra� jam information. If drivers do not report their position, thetra� jam detetion servie an not send relevant tra� jam information to thedriver, beause it annot determine whih segment the ar is on.



24 Problem DesriptionDrivers that have agreed to report information have their position and speed reordedall the time when driving around. When a driver has reahed the desired destinationthe information from that ar is no longer interesting and should not be reported.When turning o� the engine the reporting proess ould automatially be turned o�as well.The position, speed and id is reported from the ars very often, for instane everyseond. At the entral plae where the information about the ars is reeived a tra�jam test is run ontinuously or very often based on the data from the ars. If it isdetermined that there is a tra� jam, information an be sent to the radio or topeople that have signed up for a tra� servie, for instane as an SMS. Drivers thatreeive the tra� jam information an hoose another route and avoid getting stuk.People that reeive tra� jam information ould pay to obtain this information.This ould for instane be the individual drivers that have signed up for a tra� jamdetetion servie or it ould be radio stations providing this as a servie for theirlisteners.2.6 Overall Design GoalsThe above disussion has onsidered di�erent topis that should be taken into aountwhen designing a tra� jam detetion servie. From this disussion the requirementsfor the design an be stated. The overall goal of the design is to obtain a tra� jamdetetion servie that is based on data warehouse design and that an detet tra�jams reently ourred. The detailed design requirements are listed below.� The number of ars providing input data for the tra� jam servie must besu�iently high for representing the tra�.� The input data must ontain speed, identity and position in terms of the seg-ment the ar is on.� The tehnique used must be preise enough to determine the segment of theobservation.� The road information must ontain road ode, segment id and diretion.� The input data must be reported frequently, at least every few seonds.� It should be possible to detet both periodi and non-periodi tra� jams.� It should be possible to detet only non-periodi tra� jams by using a datawarehouse.



2.6 Overall Design Goals 25� A tra� jam should be reported soon enough for the drivers to hoose anotherroute.These requirements are neessary onditions for a tra� jam detetion servie to pro-vide the basi funtionality. Only the last three items are requirements for the atualdesign. The remaining items are requirements that the design assumes ful�lled.





3Data Warehouse
Theory

As desribed in the introdution, the purpose of the projet doumented in this reportis to design a tra� jam detetion servie based on historial information from a datawarehouse. This hapter gives a brief introdution to the theory of data warehousing.The �rst setion ontains a general desription of data warehouses. This is followedby two setions eah desribing a spei� shema of a data warehouse. Finally asetion desribing related work in the area is presented.3.1 General Data Warehouse ConeptsA data warehouse is a database used for OLAP. In an OLAP database the fous ison analyzing data, that is, to extrat information to be used for deision support. Adata warehouse an ontain large amounts of data from several soure databases andit is updated from these soures periodially, for instane one a day, or one a monthdepending on the purpose of the data warehouse. Therefore, a data warehouse neednot be onsistent with the On-Line Transation Proessing (OLTP) soure databases.However, when analyzing data from several years to �nd overall trends informationfrom a single day has hardly any in�uene.A data warehouse is onstituted by two elements, fats and dimensions. A fatontains the data to be analyzed, and the dimensions give a view of the data storedin the fat. A fat onsists of measures, whih are values desribing the fat. Anexample ould be a sales fat for a supermarket hain. The fat ould ontain themeasures Revenue and Pro�t. The dimensions ould be Customer and Produt.



28 Data Warehouse TheoryAs an illustration, the example in �gure 3.1 uses a spreadsheet metaphor, wherethe vertial and horizontal diretions show the dimensions and their members. TheProdut dimension has three members Pasta, Milk, and Cola and the Customerdimension has members Jan and Jens. Eah ell in the �gure represents a sale. Thetwo measures in a ell show the revenue (R) and pro�t (P) of the sale measured indollars.Fats are divided into three types aording to the properties of the fat. Thefat types are event fat, snapshot fat and umulative snapshot fat [Pedersen andJensen, 2001℄. Event fats represent events in the real world. An example of anevent fat is the sale fat in �gure 3.1.The pro�t and revenue of eah ell represent a sale of a ertain produt to a ertainustomer. The snapshot fat represents the state of measured properties at a givenpoint in time, for instane an inventory. The measured value represents the inventoryat a given point in time, e.g. the number of olas in stok. The umulative snapshotfat is the umulative value of a snapshot fat. An example ould be a Total Salesfat whih holds the sum of all sales up to a given time.
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Figure 3.1: Spreadsheet example of a data warehouseIn some dimensions the values of the members an hange over time. In a ustomerdimension, for instane, the age of the ustomers hanges. Suh dimensions are alledslowly hanging dimensions and an be handled in di�erent ways. In [Kimball et al.,1998, p. 180℄, three solutions are suggested. The simplest solution is to overwritethe old value with the new one, but this will erase the historial information of thedimension. Another solution is inserting a new reord with the new values into thedimension table. This solution requires all reords to have a time period assoiated,stating when the reord is valid. The problem ould also be handled by adding anold-value attribute, to whih the old value is transferred when updating the attribute.



3.1 General Data Warehouse Conepts 29The dimensions have hierarhies that group fats at di�erent levels. The hierarhyof the produt dimension ould be as illustrated in �gure 3.2. The produt level isthe lowest and ontains an entry for eah produt in the supermarket. A produt,e.g. Cola, belongs to the produt group Soda, whih again belongs to the produtategory Beverages. The All level is the highest and ontains only one entry. Everydimension has an All level whih is the top level of the hierarhy [Thomsen et al.,1999, p. 9℄.The measures of a fat are typially numeri values that an be aggregated. Ag-gregation is used to alulate the value of the measures at any level of a hierarhy.Aggregation funtions are sum, average, min, max and ount. The revenue andpro�t measures ould be aggregated by the sum funtion. Therefore, the aggregatedsale fat at the produt ategory level would be the sum of pro�ts and revenues forproduts belonging to that ategory.Measures an be additive, semi-additive or non-additive aording to whether theyan be added over all dimensions, some dimensions, or no dimensions, respetively.As an example, an inventory measure an be onsidered. This measure annot beadded over time and is therefore semi-additive. However, the remaining aggregationfuntions an still be applied, for instane, to alulate average inventory per week.
All

Product Category

Product Group

ProductFigure 3.2: Hierarhy for a produt dimensionThe struture in a data warehouse is very di�erent from an OLTP database wherethe fous is on the individual transation e.g. money transfer in a bank. In an OLTPdatabase it is important to avoid redundany. This is ahieved by normalizing theshema but normalization an lead to long exeution times for queries involving largeamounts of data from di�erent relations.An important goal in the design of a data warehouse is to ahieve a low queryexeution-time. Therefore, unlike the OLTP database, a data warehouse permitsredundany in order to redue query exeution-time. In order to obtain fast answersto queries a tehnique alled pre-aggregation is also used. The priniple is to pre-alulate and store aggregate values at higher levels of the hierarhy. At run-time



30 Data Warehouse Theorythese values an be aessed diretly or used in further alulations thereby reduingexeution-time. An example of pre-aggregation is illustrated in �gure 3.1 on page 28where the total revenue and pro�t per produt is pre-alulated and listed at the endof eah row.Two main approahes to pre-aggregation are full pre-aggregation and pratial pre-aggregation [Pedersen et al., 1999, p. 1℄. Full pre-aggregation means pre-aggregatingthe aggregate value of the fat at every ombination of levels in every dimensionof the fattype. However, the storage spae needed to store the aggregated resultsinreases rapidly with the number of dimensions and levels, and therefore, this strat-egy beomes infeasible. This phenomenon is alled data explosion [Pedersen et al.,1999℄. Pratial pre-aggregation, on the other hand, selets a subset of the aggre-gation levels. This inreases the performane by dereasing response time withouttaking up too muh storage.Pratial pre-aggregation uses the pre-aggregated values at one level to pre-aggregatethe values at the levels above. For this approah to give the orret result, data ofa dimension used for pre-aggregation must be summarizable. Summarizability isahieved if the hierarhy of the dimension members is strit, onto, and overing[Pedersen et al., 1999℄. If these requirements are not satis�ed, aggregated valuesbased on lower level aggregates an be inorret beause data at the lowest level areeither ounted more than one or not at all.The following two setions eah ontain a desription of a data warehouse shema.First, the multidimensional shema is desribed, and then the star shema whih isan adaption of the multidimensional model to the relational shema.3.2 Multidimensional DesignThe multidimensional model, desribed in [Kimball et al., 1998, p. 27℄, organizeseah fattype in a ube. A ube is onstruted of the dimensions of the fattypesuh that eah ombination of dimension values reates a ell where the measures ofa fat an be stored. An example is the member Cola of the produt dimension andthe ustomer Jan in �gure 3.1 on page 28. The two measures representing the sale ofola to Jan would be stored in the orresponding ell. The main di�erene betweenthe spreadsheet example and a multidimensional ube is that the ube an have anynumber of dimensions. An example of a ube an be seen in �gure 3.3 on the nextpage, where an extra time dimension has been added. In ases where no fat existsfor a ombination of dimension values, the ube has an empty ell [Kimball, 1996, p.199℄.In the ube the hierarhies of dimensions are modeled by having di�erent granularitiesof the ells aording to the level in the hierarhy. When aggregating measures to
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Figure 3.3: A ube with three dimensionsa higher level of a dimension the number of ells in that dimension will be redued.For instane, as shown in part a) of �gure 3.4 on the following page, the values atthe lowest granularity of the produt dimension, ola, milk, juie, pasta, and rie,an be aggregated to the produt ategory level, beverages and food, resulting inthe ube in part b) of �gure 3.4 on the next page with only two ells in the produtdimension.In the theory of multidimensional models viewing the data at a higher level, suhas part b) instead of part a) in �gure 3.4 on the following page, is alled rolling up.The inverse proess is alled drilling down.Seleting a subset of the dimension values in the ube is alled sliing. The resultis the slie from the ube ontaining the spei�ed value and the rest is ut away.An example ould be seleting the month of May in the time dimension in part a)of �gure 3.5 on page 33. As shown in part b), the result is a slie of the ube onlyontaining measures from May.3.3 Star Shema DesignThe star shema is an alternative to the multidimensional design and is based on therelational database design. In �gure 3.6 on the following page the sale example from�gure 3.1 on page 28 is designed as a star shema with an additional time dimension.In a star shema the fats and dimensions are stored in tables, and there is typially aone-to-many relationship between the dimensions and the fat. By seleting a subsetof the dimension tuples and joining with the fat table the star shema allows sliingin the dimensions just like the multidimensional design.
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a) b)Figure 3.4: A ube before (a) and after (b) aggregation on the produt dimensionThe advantage of the star shema design is that it an be implemented in onven-tional relational databases, whereas the multidimensional designs are implemented inmultidimensional OLAP systems like Mirosoft SQL Server with Analysis Servies.
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Figure 3.6: Star shema for the sale fatThe disadvantage of using a star shema is that it does not support the hierarhystruture of the multidimensional design. In order to ahieve the advantage of pre-aggregation, the Orale RDBMS has a funtionality alled materialized view. Amaterialized view is a table storing the result of an SQL-query. A materialized viewis reated for the the hosen aggregation level. The Orale query optimizer an thenrewrite a query to utilize the pre-aggregated values in the materialized view.
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Figure 3.5: A ube before (a) and after (b) sliing on the time dimension3.4 Related WorkOLAP systems are �nding widespread use in the area of ontinuously moving objetsand loation-based servies. An introdution to temporal data management an befound in [Jensen and Snodgrass, 1999℄, and [Papadias et al., 2001a℄ onsiders thestar shema and fouses on the spatial dimensions. The paper presents a groupinghierarhy based on the spatial index at the �nest spatial granularity and it presentse�ient methods to proess arbitrary aggregations. The same applies for [Papadias etal., 2001b℄ whih desribes a framework for supporting OLAP operations over spatio-temporal data and presents data strutures integrating spatio-temporal indexing withpre-aggregation.From data found in real-world appliations, [Pedersen et al., 2001℄ identi�es someimportant modeling requirements for multidimensional data models. A thoroughanalysis of existing multidimensional data models reveals shortomings in meetingthese requirements and therefore laks the ability to represent more omplex data.The paper de�nes an extended multidimensional data model and algebrai query lan-guage that address these requirements where topis suh as hange, time, impreisionand data with varying granularity are handled.In [Guting et al., 2000℄ the goal is to provide a DBMS data model and query languageapable of handling time-dependent geometries suh as moving points. The paperpresents an abstrat data type extension to a DBMS data model and a query languagewhere auxiliary data types are inluded.



34 Data Warehouse TheoryMoving objets will have ontinuously hanging positions but ontinuous updatingand storing of suh objets is not a possible solution. The positions will instead beupdated at disrete time intervals. The paper [Pitoura and Samaras, 2001℄ ontainsa survey of various approahes to the problem of storing, querying and updatingthe loation of objets in mobile omputing. The artile [Pfoser and Jensen, 1999℄reports on the researh in the representation of the positions of moving point objetssuh as interpolation of positions inbetween samples and the position unertainty.The problem of updating and querying databases representing information aboutmoving objets is addressed in [Wolfson et al., 1999℄ espeially inluding informa-tion about when to update the positions. An information ost model that apturesunertainty, deviation, and ommuniation is proposed as a solution to the problem.OLAP systems require fast answers to queries and therefore, indexing tehniquesare developed for minimizing query-response time. In [Guttman, 1984℄ the R-tree isdesribed whih is a dynami index struture suited for data objets of non-zero sizeloated in multidimensional spaes. The paper also inludes algorithms for searhingand updating the R-tree. The artile [Saltenis et al., 2000℄ proposes an R�-tree basedindexing tehnique that supports e�ient querying of urrent and projeted futurepositions of ontinuously moving objets in one, two- and three-dimensional spae.The index aommodates a dynami set, where objets may appear and disappear.In [Pfoser et al., 2000℄ the fous is on the spatio-temporal sub-domain of trajetoriesof moving point objets. New types of queries are presented as well as algorithmsfor their proessing. Furthermore, two trees for aessing the data are presented.Reently, DSMSs (Data Stream Management Systems) have emerged. These systemsan handle unlimited streams of data and perform queries on these. The artile [Bab-ok et al., 2002℄ onsiders fundamental models and issues in developing a generalpurpose DSMS.This general theory provides the basis for designing data warehouse s. This willbe used in the following four hapters where the tra� jam detetion methods aredesribed.



4Max Speed Method

The �rst method for tra� jam detetion uses the speed of vehiles as an indiator.The method indiates that there is a tra� jam on a road segment if the maximumspeed of ars driving on the segment is low. First, a method for tra� jam detetionwill be developed and then, a database for supporting the method is designed. Themethod will be referred to as the Max Speed Method.4.1 Desription of Max Speed MethodIn this setion it will be desribed how the speed of ars is used to detet a tra�jam.4.1.1 Disussion of Detetion MethodThe purpose of the Max Speed Method is to determine whether there urrently isa tra� jam on a road segment. In order to do this the urrent speed of the arsloated on the segment is registered. The priniple of the Max Speed Method isthat the slower the tra� is moving the greater the probability of tra� jamis. Themaximum speed of all the observations of moving ars on a segment is used as anindiation of tra� jam sine the remaining ars must have a lower or equal speed.Therefore, if the maximum speed is low then all ars are driving slowly and thisould be beause of a tra� jam.If there is in fat a tra� jam on a segment, the ars will all have approximately thesame speed sine a ar must adapt its speed to the ar in front of it. This is not thease while the tra� jam is developing. In this phase the ars joining the tra� jam



36 Max Speed Methodfrom behind will have a higher speed until they ath up with the tra� jam. Whenthe tra� jam oupies the streth from the beginning of the segment to the originof the tra� jam, all ars in the tra� jam have the same speed. Therefore, the MaxSpeed Method will not be able to laim there is a tra� jam on a segment unlessthe streth is a�eted. Furthermore, if ars in the front part of the tra� jam aregetting out of the tra� jam they might be able to aelerate and reah high speeds.If they have not left the segment at this point in time the Max Speed Method willnot detet the tra� jam. This is why the Max Speed Method should be assoiatedwith road segments and not roads as desribed in setion 2.3. Segments are shorterand an therefore provide information faster.The Max Speed Method might in some ases make wrong detetions suh that atra� jam is deteted even though there is no tra� jam on the segment. First ofall, if there is little tra� on a road, a single ar an have great impat on the resultof this method. If only one ar is driving on a road segment, the speed of this ar willbe the maximum speed of the segment. If that ar is driving slowly the Max SpeedMethod would falsely detet a tra� jam on that segment. In order to avoid thissituation both the maximum speed and the number of ars driving on the segmentshould be taken into aount. If this is done, the ase just desribed would not resultin a tra� jam detetion, even though the maximum speed is low. That is beauseat the same time as the maximum speed is low the number of ars on the segment islow whih means that the tra� is too sparse for the ars to a�et eah others speedand therefore, it is not a tra� jam but a small number of slow drivers.Another situation where the Max Speed Method might fail is rossroads or rossingsof other sorts where even though a lot of ars are waiting in line it does not meanthere is a tra� jam. The ars are waiting for other tra� to pass before they anontinue. The Max Speed Method will in this ase detet a tra� jam. However,the number of ars might remedy the situation. There might not be enough ars toset o� the tra� jam detetion. A disussion of how to solve this problem an befound in the following setion.It might also be a problem for the Max Speed Method to onsider parking lots, forinstane at big shopping malls, where there might be many ars. Most of them will beparked with their engine turned o� and they will therefore not report any positions.But ars that are not parked will be driving slowly and therefore, a tra� jam ouldeasily, but inorretly, be deteted. Furthermore, the parking lot might be lose toa road and it might not be possible to determine the position of the ars preisely.Therefore, some of the ars in the parking lot might be reorded as being on theroad and a tra� jam ould therefore inorretly be deteted on the road. Anotherproblem is that parking lots are not assigned road odes and they might thereforenot be onsidered as a possible position when positions of ars are assigned roadsegment odes. This would ause all observations from ars driving on the parkinglot to be mapped onto the nearest road and a tra� jam might be deteted on the



4.1 Desription of Max Speed Method 37road. A possible solution to this problem is to manually add segment odes to allparking lots.Another thing to onsider is that a tra� jam an be in one diretion but not in theother. If there is a tra� jam in only one diretion the Max Speed Method mightstill detet high speeds in the other diretion. If a segment is not divided into twodiretions the Max Speed Method will fail to provide the desired information. Inorder for the Max Speed Method to provide tra� jam information it must be ableto distinguish between the two diretions of a road.4.1.2 Calulation of Maximum SpeedThis setion will desribe several methods of alulating the present maximum speedand disuss advantages and disadvantages of them.The maximum speed for a segment is the maximum speed of all the observations ofars driving in the same diretion on that segment. Therefore, the present maximumspeed ould be alulated by taking the maximum of all reported observations at aertain instant in time. The disadvantage of this approah is the reliability of thevalue as a desription of the general behavior of ars on the road segment. That is,in the instane of the alulated maximum the ars might be driving slower than thegeneral situation. The ars might for instane have stopped for a red light.Instead, the maximum speed ould be alulated for a time interval to obtain a betterdesription of the general value. The time interval ould for instane be 30 seonds or�ve minutes. For the remainder of this thesis, one minute will be used as the lengthof the intervals. It should be long enough that no tra� lights an remain red forthe entire interval and it should be short enough for people to be informed in time.If the maximum speed is low in the entire time interval, the tra� has been movingslowly during that interval. So if only the serious tra� jams should be deteted,i.e. those that last a long time and oupy a lot of spae, then the time intervalould simply be inreased. An example ould be only to detet tra� jams whihlast longer than ten minutes sine those that last shorter dissolve too quikly to beof general interest. In suh a ase the time interval ould be set to ten minutes. Thedisadvantage of prolonging the time interval is that the detetion an only our atthe end of the interval. This means that ars heading in the diretion of the tra�jam might reah the tra� jam before being warned about it. A solution to thisproblem is to hoose intervals of one minute and then report tra� jams only if atra� jam is deteted several intervals after eah other.The Max Speed Method for deteting tra� jams will use intervals of one minute andit will detet tra� jams for eah segment and diretion individually. The methodould be used in two ways. It ould alulate the maximum speed for the last 60seonds eah time a request to determine tra� jam is reeived from a driver. It



38 Max Speed Methodould also alulate the maximum speed periodially every minute and use the storedvalue of the last alulated period eah time a request is reeived. Calulating themaximum speed on request has the advantage of always giving the maximum valuefor the last minute whereas the periodi alulation method in the worst ase wouldgive the maximum value alulated 59 seonds ago for a period of one minute. Therequest alulation method, however, has the disadvantage that it an introdue anextra load on the request proessing, sine the maximum speed has to be alulatedeah time a request is reeived. If the maximum speed is alulated on request andif there are many requests the alulation might be performed many times withinthe same minute. Therefore, when using the periodi alulation more requests anbe proessed simultaneously.Calulating the maximum speed for a minute might not be enough to determine thegeneral behavior of ars on a segment. On the other hand, alulating the maximumspeed for a longer interval might not be desirable beause it postpones the result.By using periodi alulations, however, it is possible to store the last �ve or sixresults. If the values are the same in all the stored results, then the likelihood of itbeing representative for the general behavior is large. Comparing stored maximumspeed values is not an advantage when alulating on request, sine the requests areasynhronous.In order to redue the amount of storage in memory needed to store the neessarytra� information, the periodi alulation method ould simply store the urrentmaximum speed up till now for the urrent interval for eah segment. This meansthat eah time an observation is reeived the speed of the observation is stored onlyif it is larger than the urrent maximum speed. Therefore, it is not neessary to storethe atual observations.4.1.3 Detetion by Max Speed MethodAs previously desribed there are two kinds of tra� jams, periodi and non-perioditra� jams. If no distintion between these two kinds is made, tra� jams an bedeteted by omparing the observed values with onstant values. The maximumspeed of the observations from a segment and the number of ars loated on thesegment are ompared to threshold values in order to determine whether there isa tra� jam on the road segment. The threshold values for the speed ould forinstane be determined by the legal speed limit on the road. The threshold for thenumber of ars ould be determined from the apaity of the road. The apaityis a value that states how many ars an be on a segment without a�eting eahothers speed onsiderably. A road lassi�ation an be obtained from DAV. Thisroad lassi�ation is independent of the length of the road and from this informationan approximate apaity an be estimated.



4.1 Desription of Max Speed Method 39First of all, if a tra� jam is deteted on a segment there must be more than onlya few ars on that segment. To ensure this, the number of ars on the segment anbe ompared to the apaity as in equation (4.1). The Min-ars-Quanti�er ouldfor instane be set to 0.2 whih means that if the number of ars is smaller than orequal to 20% of the maximum apaity no tra� jam is deteted for that segment.This equation is thus a neessary but not su�ient ondition for a tra� jam to bepresent. Number of Cars > Min-ars-Quanti�er � Capaity (4.1)If there are su�iently many ars on the road a tra� jam is deteted if the speedis low. The reorded speed an be ompared to the speed limit on the segment as inequation (4.2) and if the equation is true, there might be a tra� jam. The Speed-limit-Quanti�er determines how low the reorded speed should be ompared to thelimit before there is a tra� jam. It ould for instane be set to 0.75.Maximum Speed < Speed-limit-Quanti�er � Speed Limit (4.2)Thus, only if both equations (4.1) and (4.2) are true a tra� jam is deteted.If only non-periodi tra� jams should be deteted the inoming values from thears an be ompared to historial reordings of the tra� situation. As an examplethe maximum speed ould be ompared to a historially reorded average maximumspeed of a road segment.The advantage of using historial data is, that if ordinarily the average maximumspeed of the road is low then the situation is not lassi�ed as a tra� jam as desribedin setion 2.6. Using historial data also means that if a road often has tra�jams, these are not deteted sine this is the normal situation and therefore, theaverage maximum speed of that road is low. If the legal speed limit of the road isused, however, every tra� jam would be deteted sine they are all extraordinarysituations ompared to the legal speed limit. Assuming that the speed is reordedperiodially the average maximum speed for one diretion of a road segment basedon observations from the past is alulated as in equation (4.3). The value of Numberof Intervals is the number of intervals that passed for whih the maximum speed hasbeen registered.Average Maximum Speed = PMaximum SpeedNumber of Intervals (4.3)



40 Max Speed MethodThe average maximum speed of the ars onstitute the normal situation of the roadsegment. However, only situations where the tra� onditions deviate from thenormal situation are interesting when deteting tra� jams. That is, the tra� onthe road segment should only be identi�ed as a tra� jam if the maximum speedof the ars on the road segment is lower than the average maximum speed on thesegment. It is not su�ient that the maximum speed is only slightly lower thanthe average maximum speed beause there will always be variations in the tra�.Sometimes, the speed will be lower than usual even though there is no tra� jam,for instane beause of intersetions or people driving slowly. When tra� jams aredeteted the speed should be even lower than in these ases. Therefore, the valueSpeed-Quanti�er is introdued. It ould for instane be set to 0.8. This means thatif the reorded maximum speed is only 80% ompared to the usual maximum speed,a tra� jam will be deteted. Also in this ase a tra� jam should only be detetedis there are more than just a few ars on the road. Therefore, both equations (4.1)and (4.4) should be true before a tra� jam is deteted.Maximum Speed < Speed-Quanti�er � Average Maximum Speed (4.4)4.2 Design of Max Speed MethodIn this setion the design of the Max Speed Method is desribed. Based on thedesription in the previous setion and in hapter 2 the demands for the design willnow be desribed.� Present: The method should ontain information about the urrent tra�situation and it must therefore be able to detet tra� jams ourring in real-time. Hene, the methods should be able to onsider real-time data.� Past: The design must ontain historial information about tra� suh thatthe detetion an be based on the past. In this way the normal deviations inthe tra� patterns an be taken into aount.� Areas: A road an be long and there might be a tra� jam in one end and notthe other. The Max Speed Method annot detet suh tra� jams. By usingsegments instead of roads more tra� jams an be deteted. Another solutionis to onsider small areas suh as intersetions involving more than one road.However, there might be a tra� jam on one of the roads but not on the otherand in suh a ase the Max Speed Method would not detet the tra� jam.Therefore, using segments is a better solution.



4.2 Design of Max Speed Method 41� Diretion: A tra� jam an our in only one diretion of a road. In orderto detet suh tra� jams eah part of a road should be divided into twodiretions.� Time of Day: The historial data should not be alulated for an entireday beause there might be di�erenes in the tra� over the day and thesedi�erenes will be blurred if all values throughout day are added.� Day Type: The tra� an be di�erent depending on whether it is weekday orweekend. Therefore, the values of the Max Speed Method should be separateddepending on whih part of the week they belong. There an also be di�erenesdepending on the individual day. This indiates that a further partition intothe seven days of week an be advantageous.The demands desribed above are the requirements for the data warehouse whih willbe designed in this setion. This, however, does not mean that the entire method willbe implemented as a data warehouse. The alulation of the present maximum speedand number of ars does not have to be stored in a fat sine they will only ontainone value at a time. There is no need for aggregating whih is the main featureof multidimensional databases. Another possibility is to store it in an ordinarydatabase. The bene�t of this approah is not as big as the bene�t of storing it inthe memory, sine storing it in a database means slow aess beause it is stored ondisk. Furthermore, the relational power of the database is not utilized beause onlytwo values per segment need to be stored at a time. Storing the maximum speedand number of ars in memory on the other hand has the advantage of fast aessand tra� jam queries an therefore be answered quikly. Also, sine there are onlytwo values per segment, there is no need for sorting or searhing.The historial data on the other hand is well suited for a data warehouse. Plaingthe average maximum speed and the average number of ars in a data warehouseenables the possibility of sliing on the time dimension and rolling up and down.For instane, determining the average number of ars on a segment in weekends isa simple task if there is a day type dimension. Therefore, a data warehouse withappropriate dimensions and measures will be designed.4.2.1 Road Segment DimensionTra� jams will be deteted for eah road segment individually beause di�erentonditions apply for di�erent segments. The Road Segment dimension ould havetwo levels, an All and a Segment level. However, to enable the possibility of statistialanalysis on the information in the data warehouse several additional levels are added.The �rst level above the Segment level is the Road level. This level ould be usedto determine if a road in general is overloaded. The next level is Postal Code, then



42 Max Speed MethodTown, Kommune, Country and �nally the All level. Eah segment belongs to exatlyone road. A road an pass through several postal distrits and towns. Therefore, theroad level annot be hild of the postal ode level or road level. A town an haveseveral postal odes and a postal ode an over more than one town. Therefore,these an also not be in a parent-hild relationship. A road an pass through severalkommunes and even ountries. Therefore, the parent to the road level should be theAll level.The hierarhy is illustrated in �gure 4.1.
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Figure 4.1: The hierarhy of the Road Segment dimensionThe hierarhy is strit beause eah hild element has only one parent and it is ontobeause eah element has at least one hild exept for the segments at the lowestlevel. The hierarhy is not overing beause a segment need not belong to a town.This means that some segments skip a level and map straight up to the Kommunelevel. If this part of the hierarhy is used for pre-aggregation an extra attribute alledountryside an be added to the Town level suh that all segments that are not ina town an map up to this value. By adding this attribute pre-aggregated values atthe Town level an be used for further aggregation.The two remaining parts of the hierarhy are overing,4.2.2 Day DimensionIn the requirements it was stated that the tra� varies depending on the day of week.Therefore, the data warehouse must have a Day dimension, whih enables sliing onweekend and weekday values.The Day dimension ould be realized as a dimension with two levels, an All and



4.2 Design of Max Speed Method 43a Day Type level where the latter ontains the values Weekend and Weekday. Byadding another level ontaining the name of the day, variations between days of theweek are taken into aount when alulating the measures. The onsequene is thatthe fat table will grow. Instead of having a fat for weekends and weekdays therewill be a fat for every day. This means that in the worst ase there will be 72 timesas muh data in the fat table. This is beause the dimensions are independent soadding or deleting levels in the hierarhy of a dimension only a�ets the fat tableand not the other dimensions.The Day dimension ould furthermore be expanded with a Date level. The inreaseof the fat table would depend on the period registered in the Day dimension. If theDay dimension ontains dates from one year it would in the worst ase inrease theamount of fats by 365 times. If no observations our for a given hour, no fat willbe stored in the fat table for that hour. Therefore, the average ase senario willmost likely require less storage spae. This is beause the probability of observationsnot ourring during a single hour is larger than the probability of an observationnot ourring during the same hour on the same day of week.Adding a date level to the dimension eases the addition of extra information whihis dependent on the date. For instane, information about the weather like when itrains or snows or information about events suh as football mathes an be added tothe Day dimension when it ours. This is possible beause the hanges only ourin the Day dimension. They would not a�et the relationship between the dimensionand the fats.Another advantage of adding a date level is that old information an be left out sothat it does not a�et the aggregated values. An example where this ould be bene-�ial is when the tra� onditions hange, for instane beause of road onstrutionwork. In this ase, the values from before the repair started should not be usedwhen retrieving values from the data warehouse. In order to adjust to the ontinualhanges in tra� patterns, values older than for instane a month should perhapsnot be used. This is possible by sliing on the Day dimension. For the same reason,the Month and Year levels are added. They enable the user to selet a spei� periodif ertain properties depending on the period is to be investigated.



44 Max Speed Method
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Figure 4.2: The hierarhy of the Day dimensionBoth paths of the hierarhy are strit, onto and overing.4.2.3 Time of Day DimensionIn order to omply with the requirement of separating values that our on di�erenttimes of a day, the Time Of Day dimension is added. The Time of Day dimensiondivides a day into intervals. The �rst interval is the morning tra� where the morningrush hour ours, the next interval is day-time, the third is the evening rush hour,then late-evening, and �nally night time.As for the day type dimension if the �ve intervals above are the lowest granularityit would be di�ult to hange the time spae of eah of these periods sine it wouldrequire hanging the relations between the dimension and the fat. Instead, thedimension ould be generalized by adding an hour level as the �nest granularity ofthe Day Interval dimension as shown in �gure 4.3.
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HourFigure 4.3: The hierarhy of the Time of Day dimensionThe hierarhy is strit, onto and overing.Adding the Hour level inreases the amount of fats by 245 times in the worst ase.



4.2 Design of Max Speed Method 45The requirements stated in the beginning of this setion onsider two measures oftime, Day and Time of Day. In a data warehouse the Day and Time of Day dimen-sions as desribed above ould be implemented as two separate dimensions or onedimension ontaining all information. The advantage of having two dimensions isthat seleting only one of the values, e.g. tra� in the weekend, requires less ompu-tation if stored in two separate fat tables. Furthermore, the storage spae neededfor storing the two dimensions is smaller than for one large dimension, sine theombined dimension should ontain the Cartesian produt of the two. The disad-vantage of this approah is that it inreases the size of eah tuple in the fat table,beause there must be two attributes in the fat table instead of one in order to referto two dimensions. Individually, these two attributes will be smaller than the largeattribute, however. Another disadvantage of having two dimensions instead of one isthat when sliing on both dimensions and joining with the fat table two joins mustbe omputed instead of one.4.2.4 Speed History Data WarehouseThe historial data that is used for omparison with the inoming observations isstored in a data warehouse. The struture of the data warehouse is illustrated inthe star shema in �gure 4.4 on the following page. The fat table ontains �vemeasures. The Maximum Speed is the sum of all maximum speeds reorded for thegiven segment within the given hour. The sum is not interesting, however, only theaverage. Therefore, the measure Number of Intervals holds the number of valuesontained in the Maximum Speed measure suh that the average an be omputed.The Number of Observations is an additional measure ontaining the number ofobservations reeived within the given hour for the given segment. This value an beused as an indiation of whether there is su�ient data for making deisions basedon it. The two �nal measures are provided for statistial analysis only. The �rstontains the number of non-periodi tra� jams and the other ontains the totalnumber of tra� jams, that is, both periodi and non-periodi tra� jams, detetedwithin the hour for eah segment. The Speed History fat is a snapshot fat, beausethe measures ontain snapshots of the tra� situations on road segments.The measures listed in �gure 4.4 on the next page are physial measures. They areused to alulate the logial measure Average Maximum Speed as desribed in setion4.1. All the physial measures are aggregated by the sum funtion. Assuming thatthe time interval during whih the maximum speed is alulated is one minute, thenthe value of the Maximum Speed measure at the lowest granularity is the sum ofthe 60 maximum speeds alulated during one hour. The Number of Observationsis the total number of observations that have been reeived within one hour. Thismeasure is used to determine if the quantity of the historial data is su�ient. Ifnot, more data ould be inluded. The Number of Intervals measure would have thevalue 60 sine the Maximum speed measure ontains the value of 60 time intervals



46 Max Speed Methodof one minute. If aggregating over the Road Segment dimension the value wouldnot be of any use. Therefore, the measure Number of Intervals ould instead bestored in the Day and Time of Day dimensions with the value 60 at the lowest levelof the Time of Day dimension and the value 24 � 60 = 1440 at the lowest level ofthe Day dimension. At higher levels the aggregated values would be stored andat any level the values ould be used for alulations as if it were plaed in thefat table. Storing this measure in the dimensions instead of in the fat table wouldredue the storage spae needed. It ould, however, make query writing more tediousbeause the query writer has to remember the right granularity for the given query.The measures Maximum Speed and Number of Intervals are only additive over thetemporal dimensions. They are non-additive over the Road Segment dimension. Theremaining three measures are additive over all dimensions.
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Figure 4.4: The star shema for the Speed History fatThe worst ase size of the fat table depends on the extent of the geographial areaovered by the tra� jam servie, that is, the area whih the road segments in theRoad Segment dimension belongs to. This is beause the larger the area the moreroads and therefore the more segments. As an example, aording to informationfrom Aalborg Kommune obtained in fall 2001 the town Aalborg in northern Jyllandin Denmark has 2.217 roads. Assuming eah road on average is divided into 20segments, the worst ase size of the fat table for one day will be as shown inequation (4.5).



4.2 Design of Max Speed Method 47
2:217 roads � 20 segments � 24 hours = 1:064:160 tuples (4.5)This is not a onsiderable size onsidering that it is for one town and for one day.On the other hand, there might be some roads where tra� jams are very unlikelyto our suh as small roads in residential areas and remote ountry roads. Even ifa tra� jam would our in suh a plae only few ars would be a�eted beausethe road is not used by many ars. If the fat table beomes to large it ould bedetermined that tra� jams will not be deteted for these roads.





5Traffic Flow
Method

This hapter ontains a desription of another way to detet a tra� jam. Thedetetion method is based on the number of ars on a segment and the tra� �owon that segment within a given time interval. The method will be referred to as theTra� Flow Method.
5.1 Desription of Tra� Flow MethodIf there is a tra� jam on a segment, ars will move slowly or not at all. This willause a derease in the number of ars leaving the segment and perhaps also in thenumber of ars entering the segment. This derease an be used as an indiationof tra� jam. To determine suh a derease the ontinuous �ow of ars an bemeasured. The term Tra� Flow will be used to desribe this ontinuous �ow.The Tra� Flow of a segment is the number of ars leaving the segment within aertain time interval. The �ow ould be alulated by taking the number of di�erentars on the segment within, for instane, a minute and subtrating the number ofars on the segment at the end of that minute. This way, the number of ars thathave left the segment within that minute is obtained and this will be the tra� �owfor that minute. If there is a tra� jam on the segment the tra� �ow will be low.The alulation of the Tra� Flow of a given segment is omputed from equation(5.1).



50 Tra� Flow Method
Tra� Flow = Number of Cars Within Minute� Final Number of Cars (5.1)Sometimes, the �ow ould be low even though there is no tra� jam on the segment.This ould for instane be the ase if there are only few or perhaps even no arson the segment. To ensure that no tra� jams will be deteted in these ases thenumber of ars on the segment an be taken into aount. Thus, to detet a tra�jam there must be both a low �ow and a onsiderable number of ars.Considering the number of ars alone would not be su�ient to detet a tra� jam.Even though there are many ars on a segment the �ow might still be high and ifthe �ow is high at least part of the tra� is moving and this is su�ient for the asenot to be onsidered a tra� jam.If a tra� jam suddenly ours, the Tra� Flow Method will not be able to detet itimmediately. If, for instane, an aident ours and the segment is almost bloked,this will a�et the �ow. At �rst, right after the aident, ars that have alreadypassed the plae of the aident an ontinue una�etedly. The number of arsleaving the segment might therefore not hange immediately after the aident. The�ow will not be redued until all these ars have left the segment. This is beausears that were behind the point of the aident are not able to ontinue in the sameway as ars in front of the aident. This will ause a redution of the �ow at thepoint of time where ars behind the aident were supposed to have left the segment.Thus, in this ase shorter segments are able to provide faster information abouttra� jams. The segments should not be too short either. Segments of only a fewmeters would be too short beause it would be di�ult to distinguish a tra� jamfrom normal deviations in the tra�. An appropriate size for a segment might be200 to 500 meters.As for the Max Speed Method, a tra� jam annot be deteted unless there is aertain amount of ars on the road and therefore, the same equation as for the MaxSpeed Method displayed again in equation (5.2), is used to determine if there is asu�ient number of ars on the segment for a tra� jam to be determined. TheMin-ars-Quanti�er need not have the same value for this method as for the MaxSpeed Method.Number of Cars > Min-ars-Quanti�er � Capaity (5.2)In order to determine that there is a tra� jam, the tra� �ow must be low. TheFlow will also be low if there are only few ars on the segment beause then onlyfew ars will leave the segment. This makes it di�ult to determine whether thereis a tra� jam. It an only be ertain that there is a tra� jam if there is a high



5.1 Desription of Tra� Flow Method 51number of ars on the road at the same time as when the �ow is low. Therefore, theMin-ars-Quanti�er ould be set to a higher value than in the Max Speed Method.It ould for instane be set to 0.8 suh that if there are less than 80% ars omparedto the apaity no tra� jams will be deteted.There is no road information available about the �ow on a road and it an thereforebe di�ult to determine if a given �ow is high or low beause there are no �owvalues to ompare it with. A maximum �ow might, however, be determined fromthe apaity and speed limit on the segment. Segments with high apaity and highspeed limit an have a higher �ow than segments with low apaity and low speedlimit. From these values an approximate maximum �ow an be omputed for eahsegment. It an then be deided that tra� jams will only be deteted if the �owdrops below 50% of the maximum �ow and only if there are more than 80% arsompared to the maximum apaity. The additional equation that must be true atthe same time as (5.2) in order to detet a tra� jam is shown in equation (5.3).The Max-�ow-Quanti�er ould for instane be set to 0.5.Tra� Flow < Max-�ow-Quanti�er �Maximum Flow (5.3)The detetion of tra� jams an also be based on historial information in thesame way as desribed in hapter 4. The tra� may di�er throughout the day andthroughout the week and this an be taken into aount by the historial information.The tra� might also di�er from road to road. Suh di�erenes are also be taken intoonsideration when using historial information. All this an be done by alulatingdi�erent historial values depending on the segment and the time. The historialvalues of the tra� �ow for eah segment and for eah time period is alulated bytaking the sum of all tra� �ows reorded within the last period, for instane withinthe last month, and dividing by the number of values summarized. The formula isgiven in (5.4). Average Tra� Flow = PTra� FlowNumber of Intervals (5.4)As desribed previously, there might not be a tra� jam even though the tra� �owis low. This is beause the �ow is automatially low if the number of ars is low.Therefore, the average tra� �ow is not su�ient indiation of a tra� jam. Thenumber of ars must also be onsidered. By omparing the number of ars withthe average number of ars, the situations where a low number of ars ause a lowtra� �ow are eliminated. The historial information about the number of ars isalulated in a similar way as shown in equation (5.5).



52 Tra� Flow Method
Average Number of Cars = PNumber of CarsNumber of Intervals (5.5)In order to determine if there is a tra� �ow on a given segment the historial tra��ow for that segment and for the urrent time is seleted. Then the historial tra��ow is ompared to the tra� �ow reently reorded and if the latter is su�ientlylow, there might be a tra� jam. However, onsidering the everyday tra� for agiven period of the day there might be a varying number of ars and smaller hangesin the �ow, for instane aused by intersetions. A tra� jam will ause a largerderease in the �ow than what happens due to normal variations in the tra�. Inorder to avoid that normal tra� variations are deteted as tra� jams the historialinformation should not be diretly ompared to the atual �ow. Instead, a quanti�eralled Flow-Quanti�er is introdued. This quanti�er is multiplied by the historialinformation in order to sale down the size of the historial value. The value of thequanti�er must therefore be between zero and one, for instane 0.75. Furthermore,the value ould depend on the segment and the time beause the tra� might behavedi�erent on di�erent segments and on di�erent times of the day. A way of determininga good value for the quanti�er is to adjust it aording to information about whentra� jams have ourred. One a value for the quanti�er has been determined, atra� jam will not be deteted if the value of equation (5.6) is false.Tra� Flow < Flow-Quanti�er �Average Tra� Flow (5.6)Due to the di�erent loads and sizes of roads the number of ars that an be on a roadwithout ausing ongestion will also di�er from road to road. Therefore, to determineif there are enough ars on a road to ause a tra� jam historial information anbe onsidered and a quanti�er is introdued as for the tra� �ow. The quanti�eralled Cars-Quanti�er should be larger than 0 and it should be su�iently large todetet only high numbers of ars. It ould for instane be set to 0.9. The equation(5.7) is used to indiate a tra� jam.Number of Cars > Cars-Quanti�er � Average Number of Cars (5.7)If both equations (5.2) (5.6) and (5.7) are all true at the same time the ase isonsidered a tra� jam. However, if the ars have a red light, the �ow an be lowand a tra� jam will be deteted even though the low �ow is only temporary. Asfor the previous method, this an be avoided by not deteting a tra� jam unless allthree expressions have been true for several onseutive intervals.



5.2 Design of Tra� Flow Method 535.2 Design of Tra� Flow MethodIn the previous setion the Tra� Flow Method for deteting tra� jams was dis-ussed. From this disussion and from the general desription in hapter 2, ertainrequirements for the design have been made. These are the same as for the MaxSpeed Method and will therefore not be restated.As for the Max Speed Method the appliation for deteting tra� jams is dividedinto two parts. One part handles the inoming observations from the ars and theother part maintains the historial information.The inoming observations are kept in memory and periodially, for instane everyminute, the tra� �ow on eah segment is omputed from equation (5.1). Thenumber of ars on eah segment is similarly ounted from the observations in memoryand if equation (5.2) is false there is no tra� jam on the segment. Otherwise, thevalues of the omputed tra� �ow and number of ars are ompared to historialinformation by equation (5.6) and equation (5.7) and if both equations are true,there might be a tra� jam on that segment.When it has been determined for eah segment whether there is a tra� jam, theobservations from the ars are no longer needed. The values Tra� Flow and Numberof Cars from the tra� jam detetion, on the other hand, must be used to updatethe historial information. They annot yet be deleted but they an be kept on diskinstead of in memory. The historial information is updated periodially, for instaneevery hour or every day.The historial information is ontained in a data warehouse. In order to meet therequirements, the data warehouse must have ertain dimensions. For the same rea-sons as in the previous hapter, the data warehouse an have the same dimensionsand hierarhies as the data warehouse for the Max Speed Method.The values of the historial information is maintained in a fat whih has the sixphysial measures Tra� Flow, Number of Cars, Number of Intervals, Number ofObservations, Non-periodi Tra� Jams and All Tra� Jams. The �rst measureholds the sum of all tra� �ows on a given segment within a given hour and theNumber of Cars measure holds the number of ars for that segment within thathour. The Number of Intervals measure holds the number of intervals over whihthe sum of tra� �ow and number of ars is alulated. At the lowest granularitythis number will be 60 assuming that values are alulated every minute and beausethere are 60 minutes in an hour. Number of Intervals is used to alulate the logialmeasures Average Tra� Flow and Average Number of Cars from the equations (5.4)and (5.5). The Number of Observations measure holds the number of observationsreorded within an hour and the two �nal measures hold the number of tra� jamsdeteted.



54 Tra� Flow MethodThe fat and the related dimensions are illustrated in �gure 5.1.
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Figure 5.1: The data warehouse of the Tra� Flow MethodThe fat is a snapshot fat beause it is a snapshot of the tra� eah minute. Eahvalue is summed up to hours before being loaded into the data warehouse. Themeasures are additive over the Time of Day and Day dimensions. For the Road Seg-ment dimension the situation is di�erent. The �ow of several onseutive segmentsannot be added to produe the overall �ow of the segments beause ars that leavea segment might enter another segment in the area. The overall �ow will thereforebe lower than the sum of the individual �ows. Therefore, the Tra� Flow is notadditive on the Road Segment dimension in traditional sense but the values an stillbe used for omparison.



6Occupation
Time Method

This hapter ontains the desription and design of the third method for detetingtra� jams. The method onsiders the amount of time ars spend on a segment.This method is alled Oupation Time Method.6.1 Desription of Oupation Time MethodAs desribed in hapter 4 and hapter 5, the speed and �ow of ars on a segment willbe a�eted by a tra� jam beause they will both derease. A onsequene of thisis that if there is a tra� jam, ars will remain on the segment for a longer periodof time than normally. A third method for deteting tra� jams ould therefore beto measure the amount of time ars spend on a given segment. If several ars spendmore time than usual on that segment it ould be due to a tra� jam.One way of using this method for deteting tra� jams is to assign to eah segmenta threshold. This threshold represents the number of ars that must have been onthe segment for longer than usual in order to onsider the ase a tra� jam. Forinstane, onsider a segment that is usually passed through in one minute. Thissegment ould then be assigned two thresholds, the �rst equal to ten and the nextequal to two. Then, when more than ten ars spend more than two minutes on thesegment there is a tra� jam. This way of deteting tra� jams, however, does notresemble the two previous methods for deteting tra� jams.Another way of using this method is to onsider all ars urrently on the segment



56 Oupation Time Methodtogether with the time they have spent on the segment so far. If the ars on averagehave been on the segment for a long time it might be beause they annot leavethe segment due to a tra� jam. The time that eah of these ars has spent onthe segment so far sine they last entered the segment is summed and this sum isdivided by the number of ars urrently on the segment. This way, the average timespent on the segment at this given point in time is obtained. The total time thatars urrently on the segment have spent on that segment sine they last entered itis alled Oupation Time. It is alulated as in equation (6.1).Oupation time =XTime ar has spent on segment (6.1)If there is a tra� jam new ars may still enter the segment as normally but onlyfew or no ars will leave the segment. These ars have therefore been on the segmentlonger than normally and they will ontribute to raising the Oupation time. It isnot su�ient to onsider the Oupation Time alone beause if there are many arson the segment the Oupation Time will be high even though there is no tra� jam.Therefore, the Oupation Time must be divided by the Number of Cars in order toobtain an average value as shown in equation (6.2).Current Oupation Time = Oupation TimeNumber of Cars (6.2)If the Current Oupation Time is high there might be a tra� jam. This way ofdeteting tra� jams will be used as the third method for tra� jam detetion.In order to determine the amount of time a ar spends on a segment the identity ofthe ar must be known. When a ar enters a segment the time is reorded. At anypoint in time and for any ar it an then be determined for how long that ar hasbeen on the segment that it is urrently on.Not all ars drive straight through a segment. Some ars might stop for a shorterperiod in the side of the road before moving on. This ould be to drop o� somebodyor pik something up from a store. A ar ould also be parked for hours or it ouldturn to a side road in another diretion. In any ase the time that the ar spends onthe segment will either be longer or shorter than if it were passing straight throughthe segment. Therefore, it is not su�ient to onsider only one ar. The time spenton the segment must be longer than normally for several ars in the same period oftime before a tra� jam is deteted.As for the previous methods there must be more than a few ars on the segment inorder for a tra� jam to be deteted. Therefore, the same equation as previouslyan be used to ensure a minimum number of ars. The formula is shown in equation(6.3) and it must be true before a tra� jam an be deteted.



6.1 Desription of Oupation Time Method 57
Number of Cars > Min-ars-Quanti�er � Capaity (6.3)In order to detet all tra� jams inluding periodi tra� jams, the urrent oupa-tion time must be ompared with a onstant value desribing the oupation timeunder optimal onditions. This value ould be omputed by �rst omputing the timeit would take a ar to pass through the segment under optimal onditions. This isdone from the length and speed limit on the segment. This time period is divided bytwo to obtain the average and this value is alled Oupany. The Oupany is thetime it takes to pass halfway through the segment. This orresponds to taking theaverage of the time ars that have just entered the segment and ars that are loseto leaving the segment have spent on this segment. In average, this orresponds toall ars being halfway through the segment. A tra� jam an then be deteted if themost reently reorded Current Oupation Time exeeds the Oupany by a er-tain perentage, for instane 50%. The formula is shown in equation (6.4) and boththis and equation (6.3) must be true before a tra� jam is deteted. The quanti�erOupany-Quanti�er is used to sale the Oupany.Current Oupation Time > Oupany-Quanti�er �Oupany (6.4)Tra� jam detetion an also be based on historial information. As for the previousmethods, knowledge about the normal tra� an be obtained by maintaining his-torial information about the tra�. The historial data should provide informationabout the normal average time spent for a given segment and for a given period oftime. It an be alulated by taking the sum of the oupation times and dividingby the number of ars as illustrated in (6.5).Average Oupation Time = POupation TimeNumber of Cars (6.5)The di�erene between this equation and equation (6.2) is that the latter is reordedfor new values eah minute, whereas equation (6.5) ontains an average over a longertime, for instane several months. There will always be variations in the tra� andthis will a�et the average time that eah ar spends on a segment. Therefore, if theaverage deviates only slightly from the historial values it should not be onsidereda tra� jam. In order to ensure a su�iently high deviation a quanti�er alledOupation-Quanti�er is introdued. The value of the quanti�er should be aboveone in order to sale the historial average time spent on a segment. It ould forinstane be set to 1.5 suh that a tra� jam is deteted only if the reently reordedOupation Time is 50% above the average.



58 Oupation Time MethodIf the Current Oupation Time ontains the most reent value obtained from asegment a tra� jam will only be deteted if the equation (6.6) is true for thatsegment.Current Oupation Time > Oupation-Quanti�er � Average Oupation Time(6.6)A tra� jam is only deteted when both (6.3) and (6.6) are true.6.2 Design of Oupation Time MethodThe above disussion and the disussion in hapter 2 have lead to some requirementsfor the design of the Oupation Time Method for tra� jam detetion. These aresimilar to the requirements for the Max Speed Method and Tra� Flow Methodexept that this method has an additional requirement� Identity: The detetion method omputes the time eah ar has spent on thesegment. This an be done by knowing the identity of the ars.The urrent tra� situation should be ompared to the usual tra� situation. As forthe two previous methods, the appliation an therefore be split into two parts, onethat handles the urrent tra� situation and one that manages information aboutthe past.The urrent tra� situation is determined by observations from the ars. Cars thathave signed up for the servie report their position together with their id periodially,for instane every seond. At other time intervals, for instane every minute, theoupation time and urrent number of ars for eah segment is omputed. Thesetwo values are ompared with historial information and apaity as in equations(6.3) and (6.6). If both equations are true there might be a tra� jam.The information about the past an be maintained in a data warehouse with thesame dimensions and hierarhies as the previous methods.The data warehouse ontains �ve measures. The �rst measures, Oupation Time,is the sum of all oupation times omputed within the given hour and similarly forthe Number of Cars and Number of Observations. The two �nal measures have thesame meaning as in the fat tables for the two previous methods. The star shemaof the data warehouse is illustrated in �gure 6.1 on the next page.
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Figure 6.1: The data warehouse of the Oupation Time MethodThe fat is a snapshot fat beause it holds a snapshot of the sum of the values ofeah minute.Exept for the Oupation Time the measures are all additive beause they anbe added over all of the dimensions. When adding the Oupation Time for twosegments the result is the total time that ars have been on the segments. However,when a ar moves from one segment to the other the time that the ar has been onthe segment is reset when the seond segment is entered. Therefore, adding valuesfrom two di�erent segments does not provide the same value as if the two segmentswere ombined to one larger segment.





7Combination
of Designs

This hapter ontains a desription of the design of a ombination of the three meth-ods for tra� jam detetion desribed in the previous three hapters. The followingsetions will disuss aspets of ombining the methods and advantages and disad-vantages of this approah. After this, the design of a single data warehouse for allthe methods is presented. The reason for having one data warehouse ontainingmeasures of all the three methods, is that they are quite similar. The data ware-house desribed for eah of the methods share the same dimensions and some of themeasures are present in all the methods. The hapter is ended with a desription ofthe detetion proess starting with the inoming observation data and ending withthe outgoing tra� jam information.7.1 Combination of MethodsA method onsisting of a ombination of the three methods desribed in the previousthree hapters an be divided into two parts that are not neessarily dependent. Onepart is a ombined method that is used to determine if there is a tra� jam andanother part is the data warehouse that ontains the historial data. In this setionthe ombined method for tra� jam detetion is desribed.In eah of the previous three hapters a method for tra� jam detetion has beendesigned. It might be, however, that a ombination of these methods an provide abetter result than the three methods individually. The methods ould for instanebe weighted di�erently suh that if one method is lose to deteting a tra� jam and



62 Combination of Designsanother method has a slight indiation of tra� jam, a tra� jam an still be de-teted. The di�erent methods ould also be used in di�erent plaes. On motorways,for instane, the Max Speed Method might provide the best information whereas theTra� Flow Method might be better in towns.Eah of the three methods previously desribed are atually already ombined meth-ods beause they eah onsists of di�erent values. The Max Speed Method, forinstane, onsiders both the number of ars and the maximum speed. Instead of theMax Speed Method two individual methods ould have been designed, one based onthe maximum speed and the other based on the number of ars, but none of thesetwo methods would be good detetion methods by themselves. The same applies forthe Tra� Flow Method and Oupation Time Method. They are also ombinationsof methods that annot stand alone.A similar ombination an be made on the three methods to obtain a ombinedmethod. This method an onsider the four di�erent values Number of Cars, Max-imum Speed, Tra� Flow and Average Oupation Time. The values an then beompared to historial values as in eah of the three methods and from this it an bedetermined if there is a tra� jam on a given segment. The result of the omparisonan be multiplied by quanti�ers to weigh the di�erent values. The values of thesequanti�ers need not be the same as for the individual methods.The values ould be alulated as in the three previous methods. The expressions areshown below exept for the number of ars. The expressions have been rearrangedsuh that they must all be higher than the threshold for a tra� jam to be deteted.This is done beause the thresholds must be added in order to alulate the ombinedthreshold. If the thresholds are not rearranged, their values will even out when theyare summed. This would render it impossible to use the summed value for detetingtra� jams. Average Maximum SpeedMaximum Speed > 1Speed-Quanti�er (7.1)Average Tra� FlowTra� Flow > 1Flow-Quanti�er (7.2)Average Oupation TimeHistorial Average Oupation Time > Oupation-Quati�er (7.3)In order to design a ombined method that onsiders all of the three values the sumof the frations on the left-hand side of the equations an be alulated. If this sumexeeds the sum of the right-hand sides a tra� jam is deteted. The neessaryomputations are illustrated below.



7.1 Combination of Methods 63Average Maximum SpeedMaximum Speed = Speed Result (7.4)Average Tra� FlowTra� Flow = Flow Result (7.5)Average Oupation TimeHistorial Average Oupation Time = Oupation Result (7.6)Sum = Tra� Jam Result (7.7)A tra� jam ould then be deteted if the sum, Tra� Jam Result, of these threeequations exeeds a threshold. The omputation of the threshold is illustrated inequation (7.8).Combined-Threshold = 1Speed-Quanti�er+ 1Flow-Quanti�er+Oupation-Quanti�er(7.8)In addition, as desribed in the previous methods, the Number of Cars must beompared to the apaity of the segment. Only if the Number of Cars is su�ientlyhigh ompared to the apaity a tra� jam is deteted, that is, if equation (7.9) istrue. Number of CarsCapaity > Capaity-Quanti�er (7.9)As it an be seen in the above alulations, historial information about ars is notinluded. If a road in general has very low tra� it an suddenly have a lot oftra�, for instane beause of a detour. In this ase, the fration that omputesthe perentage of ars on the road ompared to normally an suddenly beome veryhigh. It an easily be several hundred perent higher than usual. If the value of thefration is inluded in the Tra� Jam Result the value an be dominant and thevalues of the remaining three frations will be irrelevant.A ombined method an also onsider the results of eah of the three expressionsindividually. Instead of omparing the Tra� Jam Result to a threshold, the threevalues Speed Result, Flow Result and Oupation Result ould eah be omparedto a threshold. The disadvantage of this is that the degree of the tra� jam annotbe measured. It annot be determined how muh the values exeeds the thresholds.Therefore, detetions based on di�erent ombinations of these values annot be made.



64 Combination of DesignsThe advantage of having a ombined method is that it allows for adapting moreparameters. If a good ombination of the parameters is found more tra� jamsmight be deteted beause tra� jams that are not deteted by one method mightbe deteted by another.A disadvantage of having a ombined method is that a bad ombination of parametersan even out the methods suh that less tra� jams are deteted. If, for instane, theMax Speed Method detets many tra� jams a ombined method might not detetthe same beause the ombined method also onsiders the �ow and oupation time.If these values do not indiate tra� jam it might be assumed that there is no tra�jam whereas in fat there might be one if the Max Speed Method is simply a bettermethod.Other disadvantages of a ombined method is the inreased omplexity. In order tokeep a simple design the time intervals over whih the Maximum Speed and Tra�Flow are omputed should preferably be of the same size. A further restrition forsimpliity would be if all values are measured at the same time, that is, if both timeintervals end at the same time and if the Number of Cars and Oupation time areomputed at these same points in time. These restritions are not neessities butthey keep the method simple.7.2 Combination of Historial InformationThe historial information desribed in the previous three hapters an be integratedin a ombined design. There are two independent reasons for having a ombined de-sign. An obvious reason is to support the ombined method desribed in the previoussetion and another reason is the redued storage usage regardless of whether theombined design is used to support the ombined method or the three individualmethods.A ombined design must onsist of a ombination of the three individual designs.The star shemas of the three previous methods all have the same dimensions andall have the same granularity. Therefore, it is be possible to store all values in thesame fat table. Storing all measures in the same fat table redues the storagerequirements in several areas, partly beause the number of tuples in a ombinedfat table will be the same as in eah of the three fat tables.First of all, eah of the three fat tables in the individual designs has three foreignkeys, one for referening eah of the three dimension tables. This orresponds to atotal of nine foreign keys. Assuming the fat tables share the same dimensions, aombined fat table only requires three foreign keys, one for eah dimension. There-fore, for eah tuple six times the storage requirements for a foreign key is saved whenhaving a ombined fat table instead of three separate.



7.2 Combination of Historial Information 65Furthermore, eah of the three methods have the measure Number of Observations.Beause eah of the three designs have the same lowest granularity, Hour, at thelowest level of the Time of Day dimension, the measure Number of Observationswill ontain the same value for all fats. Therefore, if all measures are stored in aombined fat table the Number of Observations measure need only be stored oneinstead of three times. The same applies for the Number of Cars. This number anbe alulated at di�erent times for eah method. It will then result in di�erent valuesbut if this measure is omputed at the same time for all methods it will ontain thesame value regardless of the method. Therefore, the value need only be stored onein a ombined fat table. Similarly for the Number of Intervals. Both the MaximumSpeed and Tra� Flow are alulated within an interval. If they are alulated thesame number of times within the same hour the Number of Intervals will ontain thesame value for eah of these methods. In this ase only one value need to be storedin the ombined fat table.For eah of the three methods and for the ombined method the number of tra� jamsare stored in the fat table in order to provide su�ient information for statistialanalysis. In a ombined fat table that stores all values from all methods separateattributes must be present to hold the number of tra� jams deteted by eahmethod. If only a ombined design is used and not the individual methods, thenumber of tra� jams need only be stored for the ombined method. If this is thease, only two measures instead of six is needed.This gives a total storage savings of nine measures and six foreign keys. The datawarehouse ontaining only a single fat table is illustrated in �gure 7.1 on the fol-lowing page. The Road Segment dimension ontains all the neessary attributes foreah of the methods.Another advantage of a ombined fat table is the redued query exeution time. If aquery slies on all three dimensions a ombined fat table will have to do a join witheah of the dimensions, that is, a total of three joins. If three fat tables are referenedin the query eah of these three must be joined with the three dimension tables. Thisgives a total of nine joins. As previously desribed, the size of a ombined fat tablehas the same number of tuples as any of the individual fat tables. Therefore, joiningthe three dimensions on the ombined fat table takes the same time as joining themon any of the individual fat tables. The two remaining fat tables that must alsobe joined will therefore be extra overhead ompared to a ombined design.A side e�et of a ombined design is the redued omplexity. A ombined fat tableprovides a better overview of the design and by ombining the measures Number ofCars, Number of Intervals, Number of Observations, Non-periodi Tra� Jams andAll Tra� Jams less measures need to be handled.The ombined design has almost the same aggregation properties as the individualdesigns beause the dimensions are the same. On the Road Segment dimension, how-
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7.3 Design of Detetion Proess 67determined for eah position.Assuming that at some times 20% of all ars in Aalborg are in use, this will roughlyorrespond to 15.000 ars that move around in the streets. If half of them reporttheir position every seond this means that roughly 7.500 observations are reeivedevery seond from the town of Aalborg.Figure 7.2 on the next page illustrates the data �ow of the appliation. The ob-servation data are ontinuously loaded into memory as they are reeived from thears and every interval, for instane every minute, a omputation proess is issued.From the reeived observations this proess omputes the Maximum Speed, Tra�Flow, Oupation Time, Number of Cars and Number of Observations for eah seg-ment. These values are needed for the detetion method. Within the next intervalthese values are kept available for the detetion proess desribed in the next se-tion. When they are no longer needed they are moved to a temporary storage area,for instane a database. Periodially, the data from the temporary storage area arepreproessed and loaded into the data warehouse. The reason for preproessing thedata before loading it is that the values for the methods are omputed every minutebut the lowest granularity of the Time of Day dimension is Hours. All values fora given hour must therefore �rst be added before they an be loaded into the fattable. Besides this, the data warehouse need not be updated at the same frequenyas the values for the detetion proess. This is beause the lowest granularity of theTime of Day dimension is hour, and a newly alulated fat ontains measures forthe past hour, whih will not be needed for the next 23 hours. It is also beause thedata from the data warehouse are being averaged over many days before being used.The data from one day does therefore not a�et the average muh.The reason for having a temporary storage area is that memory is too small for storingall values for a longer time. Most important, though, had the lowest granularityorresponded to the time interval, suh as one minute, it would still be infeasible toupdate the data warehouse at the end of every interval beause there would simplybe too many tuples per minute. As desribed previously the town of Aalborg has2.217 roads. Assuming eah road on the average is divided into 20 segments andassuming that the lowest granularity of the Time of Day dimension is minutes thefat table should be updated every minute with 44.340 tuples eah ontaining sixmeasures. If, within the given minute, there were some roads where no ars weredriving no tuples would be added to the fat table for these segments.
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7.3.2 Deteting Tra� JamsTra� jams an be deteted periodially or on request. If they are deteted on requestand many requests are reeived the detetion proess might have to be run manytimes ompared to the periodi omputation beause the previous results annot bereused. Therefore, the tra� jam detetion proess will be run periodially every
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7.3 Design of Detetion Proess 69minute. When the detetion proess is issued, the urrent Day Type and Period areseleted in the data warehouse. Every hour the values of Maximum Speed, Tra�Flow, Oupation Time and Number of Cars of eah segment are fethed from thedata warehouse. For eah segment eah of these four values are multiplied by theorresponding quanti�er. Every minute the values obtained are ompared to theorresponding values from the observation data and if the limits are exeeded atra� jam might be deteted.The detetion proess is illustrated in �gure 7.3.





8Data Generator

In order to test the methods for deteting tra� jams, it is important to have asu�ient amount of data, and that the data is realisti. In this hapter, the datagenerator [Brinkho�, 2002℄ is desribed. First, the requirements for the data gen-erator are listed, and then a desription of the data generator and the goals of thedata generator are given. Finally, it is disussed how the data generator is adaptedto meet the requirements.8.1 RequirementsIn order to test a system that detets tra� jams, the test should be based on realistidata. Realisti data are data that simulates the behavior of the real world. If norealisti data are at hand, it might not be possible to determine how the system willperform in the real world.Below, the requirements for the data generator are listed together with the reasonfor eah requirement. The requirements are aimed at generating realisti data.1. The data generator must be ustomizable.It is important that tests an be performed with many ars on the roads aswell as with few ars on the roads to explore di�erent situations beause thisshould a�et the outome of the methods. Other parameters suh as speeds ofars and apaity of roads must also be ustomizable.2. The ars must follow a network.Many data generators generate objets that an move freely in two dimensions.In order to detet tra� jams on a given road, it is neessary that the testobjets simulate the behavior of real ars, and therefore follow a network.



72 Data Generator3. It must be possible to speify the network to be used.In order to test di�erent settings, it should be possible for the data generatorto use di�erent networks and to use networks designed by the user. This ouldfor instane be networks where tra� jams onstantly our and never our.4. The ars must take eah other into onsideration.If there are many ars on a road, then, in the real world, the speed of the arson the road will drop beause the speed of a ar depends on the speed of thears in front of it. When there are so many ars on a road that their speedsa�et eah other, it is likely that tra� jams our.5. It must be possible to generate traffi jamsIn order to test the detetion of tra� jams, there must exist tra� jams inthe generated data. These ould be reated by ustomizing the parameters orhanging the network to be used.6. It must be possible to distinguish ars moving in opposite dire-tions on a road.Sine tra� jams typially only a�et ars moving in one diretion, it is notdesirable to warn drivers moving in the other diretion.7. The variation in the speed of the ars must resemble the realworld.If the speeds of ars in the data vary more than in the real world, the detetionof tra� jams might not be aurate.8. It must be possible to generate more traffi at speifi times.This is neessary to simulate rush hours.9. It must be possible to determine whih road a ar is driving on.In order to only warn ars on the same road as the tra� jam it is neessaryto know whih road a ar is driving on. Also, the methods for deteting tra�jams depend on having this knowledge.10. The speed of a ar must be knownThe Max Speed Method uses the speed of the ars to detet tra� jams.Therefore, this speed must be known.11. The apaity of a road must be knownIn order not to detet tra� jams with few ars on the roads, the number ofars on a road is ompared to the apaity of the road. Therefore, this apaitymust be known.



8.2 Desription 738.2 DesriptionThis setion ontains a desription of the data generator. First, the desription ofthe data generator and its funtionality is given, and then the hanges made in theon�guration �le are desribed.8.2.1 FuntionalityThe data generator is programmed in Java, and sine it only uses lasses from theSDK, it is OS independent. The soure ode is divided into pakages. One ofthe pakages, alled �generator2�, ontains ode from the funtional omponent. Apart of this pakage an be downloaded from the same web page as where the datagenerator an be found [Brinkho�℄. Along with the data generator is also the Javadodoumentation for the program. With this doumentation and the soure ode it ispossible to hange or extend most of the funtionality of the data generator.If the data generator is started without hanges in the on�guration �le, the user in-terfae illustrated in �gure 8.1 on the following page will appear. It displays the mapof roads, on whih the objets an travel. When the �Compute�-button is pressed,objets will appear and begin to move around in the network as seen in �gure 8.2on page 75. During a simulation, the progress in time is measured in timestamps.A timestamp orresponds to a yle within eah objet has the opportunity to moveone. The data generator is ontrolled both by a on�guration �le and by the pa-rameters in the user interfae. In the on�guration �le, many parameters an beadjusted. These parameters an be divided into three groups. The �rst group on-sists of parameters that determine what the user interfae looks like, i.e. the size ofthe window, the olors of the buttons, et. The parameters in the seond group areparameters for speifying input and output �les. The last group has parameters thatdetermine the maximum number of ars initially on the road, how many timestampsto run for, the maximum number of objets that should appear in the network pertimestamp, et. In the on�guration �le it is also possible to swith o� visualizationof the objets. This allows for muh faster data generation, sine there an be a lotof objets that need drawing on the sreen.The input for the data generator is onstituted of three �les. The �rst �le is theon�guration �le and the other two are network �les spei�ed in the on�guration�le. The �rst network �le ontains a listing of the nodes in the network, and theseond onsists of the edges between these nodes. The edges orrespond to roadsand a road is de�ned by its two ending points. The format of the �les is a binaryformat desribed by a doument [Brinkho�, 2000℄. In order to speify a user-de�nednetwork for the data generator, we have written a program that an take a text �lewith a textual desription of a network and write it to two di�erent binary �les,ontaining the nodes and edges. In order to get the network into the database, we



74 Data Generatorhave also written a program that takes the two binary �les as input and writes themin two text �les in a format that SQLLoader an manage. The soure ode of theprograms an be seen in setion A.1.The generator will run for as many timestamps as spei�ed in the on�guration �le orin the user interfae and it generates a text �le with the observations of the objets ofthe network. Eah line in the output �le represents one observation and onsists of alist of parameters, suh as the id of the objet, the x-oordinate, the y-oordinate ofthe observation, a onseutive number for all observations and a onseutive numberfor eah objet.

Figure 8.1: The user interfae of the data generator
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Figure 8.2: The data generator simulating moving objets8.2.2 Con�gurationThe visualization of the moving objets is not important, and the visualization takesa lot of CPU time, so the visualization is swithed o�. There is a parameter alledwaitingPeriod that is the number of seonds between every yle. Its primary goalis to let some time pass between two observations suh that it is possible to waththe visualization. This parameter is set to 0. In order to generate a lot of data ondi�erent omputers at the same time, six opies of the on�guration �le are made.In eah on�guration �le a new output �le is spei�ed.8.3 The Data Generators GoalsThe paper that desribes the data generator [Brinkho�, 2002℄ ontains nine state-ments that desribe the behavior of moving objets. These statements are based onthe author's experiene while he was working for a ompany o�ering tra� telematisservies. Next, the statements are listed together with a short desription of eah.



76 Data GeneratorAfter that, a omparison between the data generator and the requirements stated insetion 8.1 is given.8.3.1 The StatementsThe statements are written in small-aps, and the desription follows the statement.1. Moving real-world objets very often follow a network.Almost all real-world moving objets follow a network. Cars on roads, pedes-trians on the pavement, even planes follow air-routes. Ships are limited byrivers, seas, et. This orresponds to requirement number 2.2. Most moving objets use a fast path to their destination.Usually, a moving objet is moving from one point in the network to anotherpoint. It will not neessarily hoose the fastest route between the two points,but at least a path not muh slower than the fastest route. This is good forsimulating realisti behavior. It is not a requirement for this projet, however,sine the methods for deteting tra� jams do not depend on this behavior.3. Networks onsist of lassified onnetions, whih have impat onthe speed of spatiotemporal objets.There are di�erent types of roads. Some roads are built for hundreds of arspassing by eah minute, others are small side streets downtown. The speedan objet an have on a road depends on the type of the road. This ful�llsrequirement number 11. It also makes it possible to generate tra� jams. Togenerate a tra� jam a road with low apaity an be ombined with a roadwith high apaity.4. The number of moving objets will influene the speed of theobjets if a threshold is exeeded.A road has a maximum apaity, whih is the maximum number of ars thatan be on the road at the same time. If this number is exeeded, then there areso many ars on a road that their speed will derease. This ful�lls requirementnumber 4 sine a tra� jam an be fored if enough objets are on the sameroad.5. The path of moving objets may hange if the speed on a onne-tion is modified.If a driver sees that the speed on the road dereases then the driver mighthoose a di�erent route expeted to be faster. This is good for simulating real-isti behavior, but is not needed by this projet sine the methods do not takeroutes into onsideration.6. The number of moving objets is a time-dependent funtion.During ertain time intervals, there is higher tra� than in other time intervals.



8.3 The Data Generators Goals 77Suh time intervals are rush hours, holidays, et. The data generator does notsupport this, but it an be simulated by generating data with di�erent numberof objets. Using this method, requirement number 8 is ful�lled.7. The speed of moving objets is influened by a spatiotemporalfuntion, whih is independent of the network and of the objetsmoving on the network.The weather also has impat on the routes and speeds of ars. If it is snowing,many ars wont be driving. This is good for simulating realisti behavior butit is not used in this projet.8. Moving objets belong to a lass. This lass restrits the maxi-mum speed of the objet.A truk is not allowed to drive as fast as a normal ar. Cars with trailersalso have restritions on their speed. Therefore, the speed of a ar dependson the type of ar it is. This is good for simulating realisti behavior but it isirrelevant for testing tra� jam detetion methods.9. Time-sheduled traffi may influene the speed and the paths ofmoving objets.If ars have to take a ferry, for instane, then the time-shedule of that ferryhas in�uene on the ars path. It will also reate a temporary ongestion whenars are getting on and o� the ferry. The data generator does not support thisfeature, but if it did, this would be a way of generating a tra� jam to test themethods.8.3.2 Comparison with RequirementsIn this setion, the data generator is ompared to the requirements listed in setion8.1. The data generator has a on�guration �le, and the soure ode an be down-loaded from the web page. This yields the data generator ustomizable althoughsome of the ustomization requires Java knowledge. The data generator takes a net-work as input, and reates observations in this network. Finally, in the onstrutionof the network, it is possible to fore tra� jams. What is needed is a road with highapaity that ends in a road with low apaity. If the network has few roads, thenars will �ow quikly through the road with high apaity and get onto the road withlow apaity, reating a tra� jam. This ustomization along with the statementsful�ll requirements number 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 8 and 11. Requirements number 6, 7, 9 and10 are still not met but in the following setion it will be desribed how the datagenerator an be modi�ed to meet these requirements as well.



78 Data Generator8.4 Modi�ations to the Data generatorIn order to meet the last requirements, some hanges are made to the data generator.First, these hanges are desribed and then the requirements in setion 8.1 are om-pared to the modi�ations of the data generator. Finally, some desired funtionalitythat the data generator does not support is desribed.8.4.1 ChangesAs previously mentioned, the soure ode for parts of the �generator2� pakage isavailable. The funtionality of the data generator must be hanged and extendedin order to meet the requirements and hene to be of use in this projet. Theseneessary hanges are desribed below.� Eah edge in the network has a spei� id, but the data generator does not perdefault output this id. For the tra� jam detetion methods it is neessary tohave the id of the edge for eah observation in order to know whih edge thetra� jam is on. Therefore, this id has been added to the output of the datagenerator.� The Max Speed Method for deteting tra� jams desribed in hapter 4 de-tets tra� jams by onsidering the speed of the objets. Therefore, the datagenerator is modi�ed to remember the last known position and from this po-sition together with the urrent position, the speed an be alulated. Thespeed is also added to the output.� The diretion of an objet is important for two reasons. First, it is only desir-able to alert ars that have the same diretion on a given road as a possibletra� jam has. Cars driving in the opposite diretion need not be warned sinethe tra� jam does not a�et them. Seondly, the methods for deteting tra�jams depend on the diretion. Therefore, a method has been implemented toreturn the diretion of an objet on an edge. The data generator de�nes anedge by a straight line between its two ending points, node1 and node2. Themethod returns one value if the objet is moving away from node1 and returnsanother value if the objet is moving towards node1. This way, all objetsthat are moving in the same diretion on a edge have the same value as theirdiretion. The diretion has also been added to the output.� Some of the output from the data generator has been disabled. In the output�le there is a text output of either �newpoint�, �disappearpoint�, or �point�assoiated with eah observation depending on whether the objet is observedfor the �rst time, for the last time or in between these two, respetively. To savespae, the output of this text has been disabled. Also, the x- and y-oordinate



8.4 Modi�ations to the Data generator 79of the observations are of no use to the tra� jam detetion methods so they,too, have been disabled from the output.� There is a method in one of the Java lasses that assigns a maximum speedto eah objet type. This method an be altered suh that objets have thedesired speed.8.4.2 Comparison with Remaining RequirementsIn setion 8.3.2 it was shown that the data generator itself ful�lls all requirementsexept numbers 6, 7, 9 and 10. Due to the hanges to the data generator desribedin this setion, it ful�lls these last requirements, and the data generator now meetsall the requirements.8.4.3 Desired funtionalityEven though the data generator is very ustomizable, some features annot be us-tomized. For instane, the data generator does not support the hanging of parame-ters at runtime. This ould be ahieved by reating an exeution plan that states atwhih yles the parameters of the data generator are hanged. A person ould lookat the user interfae and assess that a tra� jam ould be fored if the apaity ofa spei� edge was redued. Also, tra� jams ould be fored if it were possible toinsert a spei� slow objet on a given edge at a given time.Tra� jams ould also be fored if it ould be spei�ed how many of eah objettype an be in the network at the same time or if the apaity of roads ould be setfor eah road.





9Evaluation

This hapter ontains a desription of the experiments performed to test the methodsfor deteting tra� jams and the data used for the tests. First, the on�guration ofthe PC on whih the tests are performed is desribed and then the data used for theexperiments and the test methods are desribed. Finally, the results from the testsare desribed.9.1 Con�guration of Test MahineThe tests are all performed on the same PC. The PC is a PentiumII-350MHz and ithas 512MB of RAM and 95GB hard disk. Out of these 95GB hard disk, 1.5GB arereserved as swap spae. The OS is Redhat Linux 7.2 with all the newest pathes fromRedhat's o�ial path-site as of 10'th of June 2002. The kernel is version 2.4.9-34.A standard Orale9i Database Enterprise Edition has been installed on the mahine.Orale states that the minimum system requirements for running Orale9i are aPentiumII-233MHz with 512MB RAM and twie as muh swap spae or 512MB ofswap spae, whihever is the highest. All these demands are met by the test mahine.The mahine was not in use for anything else during the tests.9.2 ImplementationIn this setion, the implementation is desribed. The generated data is desribedand then the proess of loading the historial data into the fat table is desribed.Finally, the implementation of the tra� jam detetion methods is given. First, thearhiteture of the implementation is illustrated in �gure 9.1 on the following page.
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Figure 9.1: The arhiteture of the implementationInput data are provided for the generator in terms of input �les and a road network.The generated data are then stored in a relational database. From these data thedata warehouse is updated by using the standard Extration, Transformation andLoading (ETL) proess. When simulating the tra� jam detetion proess, PL/SQLode is used to feth data from the database and data warehouse into memory andit is used to obtain the neessary results.9.2.1 DataIn order to test the methods, some historial data are needed. Therefore, ten datasets of 7200 yles eah are generated. A yle is de�ned to orrespond to oneseond, and a data set therefore ontains data for two hours. The data sets onsistsof almost 90,000,000 observations. The data sets are loaded into a temporary tablein the database using SQLLoader and the data are then loaded into the fat tableusing PL/SQL proedures desribed in the next setion. In order to test the methodsfor detetion of tra� jams, the data sets are de�ned to ontain data for the timeinterval between 8 a.m. and 10 a.m. on Mondays. This way, historial data for tenweeks is available for the testing of new data.In order to test the methods, data that simulates runtime input is also required.Therefore, seven di�erent data sets are reated, eah with di�erent apaities on theroads. Data sets with both higher, lower and the same apaities on the roads asthe historial data are used. The di�erent apaities are used to reate tra� jamsbeause the speeds of ars are redued if more ars are on a road than the apaityallows.9.2.2 Loading ProessFive di�erent PL/SQL proedures are reated to load the data into the fat table.Eah proedure alulates one of the measures from the fat table. The measuresNumber Of Intervals, Non-periodi Tra� Jams and All Tra� Jams are not alu-lated. The PL/SQL ode an be seen in setion A.4. Eah proedure divides the



9.3 Results 83observations into minutes onsisting of 60 yles, alulates a measure, and insertsa tuple in a temporary table for storing measures. The tuple ontains the measure,foreign keys to dimensions, and null-values for the measures that are not alulated.After all �ve proedures have alulated their respetive measures, a �nal proedureloads the measures into the fat table.Only the measures for historial information are implemented. This means that testswill only be performed to hek for tra� jams that do not normally appear.9.2.3 Implementation of MethodsTo test the methods, data that simulates runtime input is required. Proedures thatsimulate taking the runtime input are also needed. The data that is tested against thehistorial data are loaded into a table, and the test proedure takes the observationsfrom this table instead of reeiving runtime observations. For eah interval of 60yles, the three methods are run and the results from eah method is handled asdesribed in the three hapters 4, 5 and 6 to determine whether eah method detetsa tra� jam at the urrent time for eah road. The detetion of a tra� jam bya method depends on the quanti�er for that method. The �nal results from themethods for the given values of the quanti�ers are kept in a result table. From thisresult table, it an be ounted how many tra� jams eah method has deteted andhow muh overlap between the methods there is.9.3 ResultsIn this setion, the results from the experiments are presented. The seven test datasets are as follows. One data set is based on the same apaities as the historial data.Two data sets are based on di�erent higher apaities on the roads than the historialdata and four data sets are based on di�erent lower apaities. It is expeted thatno tra� jams are deteted for the two data sets with higher apaities and thatonly few tra� jams are deteted for the data based on the same apaities as thehistorial data. For the data sets with smaller apaities than the historial data, itis expeted that more tra� jams are deteted for eah derease in the apaity.To test whether or not the methods atually detet tra� jams, di�erent approahesan be applied.One approah is to visualize the test data and hek visually whether or not thereare tra� jams and make notes. These notes an then be ompared to the results ofthe methods to hek whether or not the methods detet the tra� jams that wereatually there. This approah, however has some disadvantages. First of all, thevisualization is di�ult to do properly. The data generator does not prevent objets



84 Evaluationfrom overtaking eah other, making it pratially impossible to determine how manyobjets are on a road at the same time. Seondly, the only means of determiningwhether a tra� jam is present or not is to assess the situation aording to the sameriteria that the methods used.Another approah ould be to have real test data. Then, a person ould be plaedon all roads and make notes about tra� jams. These notes an then be omparedto the results of the methods. This requires quite a large amount of people, and thatmany people have not volunteered to help in this projet.The �nal approah is to ompare the methods against eah other. If two or moremethods detet the same tra� jams then the probability that there is a tra� jaminreases. This is the method that is used to test the methods in this report. Thefollowing histograms desribe the result of the methods for eah of the test data sets.For the tests, the quanti�ers for the methods are set as seen in table 9.2.
Min-ars-Quanti�er 1/5Speed-Quanti�er 4/5Flow-Quanti�er 3/4Oupation-Quanti�er 3/2Cars-Quanti�er 9/10Combined-Threshold 61/20Table 9.2: The values of the quanti�ers used for the experiments

The values of the quanti�ers have been set aording to an estimate about how slowthe tra� must be before it is annoying to the driver and how heavy it must be beforeit is onsidered a tra� jam. A preferable approah for determining the values isto have real-world data about tra� jams. For eah atual tra� jam the valuesof the quanti�ers an be determined and from these values good quanti�ers an beobtained. As mentioned previously, suh information is not available.Besides the quanti�ers, other parameters have been set for the experiments. Thetra� jam detetion proess is run periodially and the interval length is the durationof the period for whih eah detetion proess runs. The number of onseutivedetetions indiates how many positive detetions in a row the methods requirebefore reporting a tra� jam. The values of all the parameters are given in table 9.3on the faing page.



9.3 Results 85Desription ValueInterval length 1 minuteNumber of segments in the network 62Number of historial data sets 10 (20 hours)Number of test data sets 7Number of onseutive detetions 1Number of ars initially in the network 5Maximum number of ars in the network 471Table 9.3: The values of all other parameters for the experimentsThe alternation of the apaities for eah test is desribed in table 9.4.Test Identi�er Desription of apaitiesStandard The apaities are the same as the historial data (between 30and 60)Plus10 The apaity is inreased by 10 on eah roadPlus20 The apaity is inreased by 20 on eah roadMinus5 The apaity is redued by 5 on eah roadMinus10 The apaity is redued by 10 on eah roadMinus1015 The apaity is redued by 10 on the four road lasses with thelowest apaity and with 15 on the other roads.Minus1020 The apaity is lowered by 10 on the four road lasses with thelowest apaity and with 20 on the other roads.Table 9.4: The apaities for the test data setsThe results of the tests are given in the histograms below. The x-axis displays thedi�erent methods and the y-axis shows the number of tra� jams deteted. Thelabels Method 1, Method 2 and Method 3 refer to the Max Speed Method, Tra�Flow Method and Oupation Time Method, respetively. Method 4 refers to theombined method and the remaining labels represent the overlap of deteted tra�jams between the di�erent methods. The text below eah �gure determines thealternation in apaities, as it is listed in table 9.4. The histograms in �gures 9.5on the next page to 9.11 on the following page show that the Max Speed Methodhas deteted more than 400 tra� jams in every test and the same applies for theOupation Time Method exept for two ases. This is a rather high number oftra� jams onsidering that it is only for two hours and 62 segments. The reasonfor these high numbers an be the values of the parameters. If, for instane, thequanti�ers are too high or too low either too many or too few tra� jams an bedeteted.
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9.3 Results 87In the �ve tests where both the Max Speed Method and the Oupation Time Methodhave a high detetion rate there is an overlap of approximately 100 tra� jamsdeteted by both methods. The Tra� Flow Method has a lower but steady detetionrate between 89 and 149. The reason for the low number of tra� jams deteted bythis method might be due to the requirement about the minimum number of arson a segment. Beause the tra� �ow depends on the number of ars the minimumnumber of ars required for this method is relatively high ompared to the minimumrequirements for the Max Speed Method and Oupation Time Method. Due tothe sparse amount of data this requirement might not be ful�lled in several aseswhere the other methods detet tra� jams. This ould be the reason for the lowernumber of tra� jams deteted by this method. A similar reasoning applies for theombined method. The threshold for this method is rather high ompared to theother methods beause the threshold is the sum of three quanti�ers for the othermethods. This implies that all three methods should detet a tra� jam before theombined method detets one. If not all three methods detet tra� jams one or twoof them must detet a heavy tra� jam in order to provide a su�iently high valuefor exeeding the threshold. A suggestion for improving the ombined method is toredue the threshold for deteting tra� jams, espeially the ontributions to thethreshold from the quanti�ers from the Max Speed Method and Oupation TimeMethod ould be redued.The di�erent apaities of the roads in the di�erent data sets are intended at resultingin a di�erent number of tra� jams deteted suh that high apaities result infew tra� jams and low apaities ause many tra� jams. This, however, is notindiated by the histograms. These show di�erent values regardless of the inreasedor dereased apaity. The reason for this an be the small amount of data. Notmany ars are simulated moving in the network and historial data for only ten dayshas been used. The variations over these ten days an easily be re�eted in theaggregated values and this renders the historial data unreliable.As a summary, tra� jams have been deteted by all of the methods and by adjustingthe parameters a larger overlap between the methods might be obtained.





10Conclusion and
Future Work

In this hapter, �rst the onlusion is given and next, some future work is desribed.10.1 ConlusionEvery day, many drivers are annoyed beause they are stuk in a tra� jam. If thetra� jams ould be deteted and the drivers warned in time to drive around it,many drivers would be satis�ed and they would reah their destination faster. Inthis projet, three methods and a ombination of these three methods have beendeveloped to detet tra� jams. The methods are based on a data warehouse thatontains historial data about the general behavior of tra� on given roads. Eahminute the urrent situation an be ompared to this historial data to test if a tra�jam is present. Only tra� jams that are non-periodi are deteted, although thedesign allows for detetion of all tra� jams. The design is a star shema and thisallows for fast retrieval of historial tra� information for a given road on a giventime to be ompared with the urrent situation.A data warehouse is espeially useful for fast answers to spei� queries that involvea large amount of aggregated data. In a data warehouse the information is pre-aggregated in order to answer queries about data on di�erent levels in hierarhies indimensions fast. This pre-aggregation is not used in the design or implementationof the methods. The implementation ould therefore be a normal relational model.Some of the aspets of a data warehouse are present, though. The Extration,Transformation and Loading proess is present in the design and it is possible to



90 Conlusion and Future Workaggregate over days if data from more days is needed in order to detet tra� jams.On ontrary, if a road onstrution work has redued the normal tra� �ow on aroad then for that road only historial data from the beginning of the onstrutionwork an be onsidered.An advantage of the design is that it allows for deteting tra� jams on all roadsthat have more than just a few ars. In ontradition to other existing tra� jamdetetion methods the design is thus independent of the loation. The disadvantageis the tehnology required for the design. The design assumes that a representativenumber of ars an report their position and it suggests a ombination of using GPSand mobile phones for this matter. Only few people have GPS reeivers and therefore,the design annot be due to the rapid developments of tehnologial devies GPSmight be o�ered as extended equipment for mobile phones for a reasonable priewithin a deade.The test of the methods show that tra� jams an be deteted and that for somemethods there is an overlap between the tra� jams deteted. This provides a moreertain indiation of tra� jam. The number of tra� jams deteted by the di�erentmethods an be adjusted by altering the parameters for the methods. This way,more even results might be obtained.In hapter 2, some overall design goals are listed. Statements number 1, 2, 3, 4 and5 are all met by the data generator, if not per default then the data generator hasbeen altered to meet these goals. Therefore, in the experiments of the methods thepreonditions for the design have been met. The methods are designed to detetboth periodi and non-periodi tra� jams and it also allows for only detetion ofnon-periodi tra� jams. Therefore, all design goals are met, either by the generatoror by the design.10.2 Future WorkThe part of the design that detets tra� jams based on historial information hasbeen implemented. As future work, the remaining parts of the design ould beimplemented suh that periodi tra� jams an also be deteted. Also, a real versionthat takes runtime observations ould be implemented.Another interesting task is to aquire real data and test the methods against thisdata to �nd out how they perform and to set the quanti�ers more aurately.It ould also be interesting to implement a funtion that ould determine if a aran get to its destination faster if the driver is warned about the tra� jam. If thear an not get to the destination faster if it avoids the tra� jam then it is notneessary to warn the driver.



10.2 Future Work 91Reently, a new area within databases has approahed. The so alled DSMS's (DataStream Management Systems) an take a possibly never ending stream of data andperform queries on these. Joins an be made between these and persistent relations.Suh a DSMS ould be a natural implementation of a real-life implementation of thisdesign.The design of the tra� jam methods ontains additional attributes not used by thetra� jam detetion. The purpose of having these additional attributes is to providethe ability for statistial analysis on the tra� information. The design has notbeen optimized for statistis but aggregations at di�erent levels of the hierarhies ispossible. This ould for instane be used to determine the number of tra� jams ondi�erent roads and at di�erent times.An additional appliation of tra� information is analysis to predit tra� jams.This enables the possibility of warning drives before the get stuk, and it furthermoreallows for informing many drivers suh that the tra� jam ould possibly be avoided.A topi not onsidered in this projet is the investigation of how to determine whihdrivers should be warned. Drivers that are heading in the diretion of the tra� jamshould be warned before they get there but they should not be warned if they aretoo far away beause then it is too unertain in whih diretion they will ontinue.If they turn in another diretion long before reahing the tra� jam the warning willbe irrelevant for themAs desribed previously, the reliability of the tra� jam information an be enhanedby reporting a tra� jam only when it has been deteted for several onseutiveintervals. The additional reliability obtained this way an be ompared to the normaldesign and the advantages an be ompared to disadvantage of delayed warnings.Another onern is the length of the intervals. It ould for instane be investigatedif more tra� jams ould be deteted if the intervals depend on the point in time.There are many di�erent topis for interesting future work and the results of theexperiments indiate that the methods an atually be employed for tra� jamdetetion.
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ASource Code

In this appendix, the soure ode for all written programs is given. First, the soureode of the Java programs that read and write the binary network �les of the datagenerator is listed, and then the SQL-statements for reating the fat table, thedimensions and loading data into the dimensions is given. Next, the soure ode forthe ETL proess is given, and �nally, the method-alulation soure ode is given.A.1 Reading and Writing NetworkIn this setion, the soure ode for the Java programs that we programmed in orderto read and write the binary network �les for the data generator are given./* This lass is a program that will read to textinput filesdesribing a network for the data generator and produethe two binary files needed by the data generator and atextfile with modified edge-data for SQLLoader. */import java.io.*;lass He {stati int taeller = 0;private stati void writeNode(DataOutputStream dos, String name,long id, int x, int y) {try {dos.writeByte((byte)(name.length()));dos.write(name.getBytes());dos.writeLong(id);



96 Soure Codedos.writeInt(x);dos.writeInt(y);} ath (IOExeption e) {System.out.println("Pis også! "+e);}}private stati void writeNodes(String infilename, String outfilename){System.out.println("Nodes!");BufferedReader br = null;try {br = new BufferedReader(new InputStreamReader(new FileInputStream(infilename)));} ath (FileNotFoundExeption e) {System.out.println("File not found: "+e);}FileOutputStream fos = null;try {fos = new FileOutputStream(outfilename);} ath (FileNotFoundExeption e) {System.out.println("File not found "+e);System.exit(1);}DataOutputStream dos = new DataOutputStream(fos);String input = new String();while (input != null) {try {input = br.readLine();} ath(IOExeption e) {System.out.println("IOExeption: "+e);System.exit(1);}if (input != null) {int index = input.indexOf(",");Integer intId = new Integer(input.substring(0,index));int oldindex = index+1;index = input.indexOf(",",index+1);String name = input.substring(oldindex,index);oldindex = index+1;index = input.indexOf(",",index+1);Integer x = new Integer(input.substring(oldindex,index));oldindex = index+1;Integer y = new Integer(input.substring(oldindex,input.length()));writeNode(dos,name,intId.longValue(),x.intValue(),



A.1 Reading and Writing Network 97y.intValue());}}try {dos.lose();br.lose();} ath (IOExeption e) {System.out.println("IOExeption! : "+e);System.exit(1);}}private stati void writeBinEdge(DataOutputStream dos, Stringname, long id, int edgelass,long n1id, long n2id) {try {dos.writeLong(n1id);dos.writeLong(n2id);dos.writeByte((byte)(name.length()));dos.write(name.getBytes());dos.writeLong(id);dos.writeInt(edgelass);} ath (IOExeption e) {System.out.println("Pis også! "+e);}}private stati void writeTxtEdge(DataOutputStream fos, Stringname, long id, int edgelass,long n1id, long n2id) {String idString = String.valueOf(id);try {fos.writeBytes(idString);fos.writeBytes(",");fos.writeBytes(name);fos.writeBytes(",");fos.writeBytes(String.valueOf(edgelass));fos.writeBytes(",");fos.writeBytes(String.valueOf(n1id));fos.writeBytes(",");fos.writeBytes(String.valueOf(n2id));fos.writeBytes(",");fos.writeBytes("0");fos.writeBytes(",");taeller++;fos.writeBytes(String.valueOf(taeller));



98 Soure Codefos.writeBytes("\n");fos.writeBytes(idString);fos.writeBytes(",");fos.writeBytes(name);fos.writeBytes(",");fos.writeBytes(String.valueOf(edgelass));fos.writeBytes(",");fos.writeBytes(String.valueOf(n1id));fos.writeBytes(",");fos.writeBytes(String.valueOf(n2id));fos.writeBytes(",");fos.writeBytes("1");fos.writeBytes(",");taeller++;fos.writeBytes(String.valueOf(taeller));fos.writeBytes("\n");} ath (IOExeption e) {System.out.println("Pis! " + e);}}private stati void writeEdges(String infilename,String txtoutfilename, String binoutfilename){System.out.println("Edges!");BufferedReader br = null;try {br = new BufferedReader(new InputStreamReader(new FileInputStream(infilename)));} ath (FileNotFoundExeption e) {System.out.println("File not found: "+e);}FileOutputStream fos = null;try {fos = new FileOutputStream(binoutfilename);} ath (FileNotFoundExeption e) {System.out.println("File not found "+e);System.exit(1);}DataOutputStream dos = new DataOutputStream(fos);FileOutputStream tfos = null;try {tfos = new FileOutputStream(txtoutfilename);} ath (FileNotFoundExeption e) {System.out.println("File not found "+e);System.exit(1);



A.1 Reading and Writing Network 99}DataOutputStream tdos = new DataOutputStream(tfos);String input = new String();while (input != null) {try {input = br.readLine();} ath(IOExeption e) {System.out.println("IOExeption: "+e);System.exit(1);}if (input != null) {int index = input.indexOf(",");Integer Id = new Integer(input.substring(0,index));int oldindex = index+1;index = input.indexOf(",",index+1);String name = input.substring(oldindex,index);oldindex = index+1;index = input.indexOf(",",index+1);Integer edgelass = new Integer(input.substring(oldindex,index));oldindex = index+1;index = input.indexOf(",",index+1);Integer n1id = new Integer(input.substring(oldindex,index));oldindex = index+1;Integer n2id = new Integer(input.substring(oldindex,input.length()));writeBinEdge(dos,name,Id.longValue(),edgelass.intValue(),n1id.longValue(),n2id.longValue());writeTxtEdge(tdos,name,Id.longValue(),edgelass.intValue(),n1id.longValue(),n2id.longValue());}}try {dos.lose();br.lose();} ath (IOExeption e) {System.out.println("IOExeption! : "+e);System.exit(1);}}publi stati void main(String[℄ args) {String nodeoutfile = new String("he.node");



100 Soure CodeString edgebinoutfile = new String("he.edge");String nodeinfile = new String("he.node.in");String edgeinfile = new String("he.edge.in");String edgetxtoutfile = new String("he.edge.txt");writeNodes(nodeinfile, nodeoutfile);writeEdges(edgeinfile, edgetxtoutfile, edgebinoutfile);}}/* This lass is a program that takes the two binary network filesfrom the data generator as input and generates two textfilessuited for SQLLoader */import java.io.*;import java.lang.reflet.Array;lass Main {private stati int taeller = 0;private stati void writeNode(DataOutputStream dos, long id,byte[℄ name, int n1id, int n2id) {try {dos.writeBytes(String.valueOf(id));dos.writeBytes(",");dos.writeBytes(new String(name));dos.writeBytes(",");dos.writeBytes(String.valueOf(n1id));dos.writeBytes(",");dos.writeBytes(String.valueOf(n2id));dos.writeBytes("\n");} ath (IOExeption e) {System.out.println("Pis! " + e);}}private stati void readNodes(String filename, String nodeoutfile) {try {DataInputStream dis = new DataInputStream(new FileInputStream(filename));DataOutputStream dos = new DataOutputStream(new FileOutputStream(nodeoutfile));try {while (true) {



A.1 Reading and Writing Network 101byte length = dis.readByte();byte[℄ name = new byte[length℄;dis.read(name);long id = dis.readLong();int xoord = dis.readInt();int yoord = dis.readInt();writeNode(dos, id, name, xoord, yoord);}} ath(EOFExeption e) {;} ath(IOExeption e) {System.out.println("IOExeption "+e);}try {dis.lose();dos.lose();} ath(IOExeption e) {System.out.println("IOExeption "+e);}} ath(FileNotFoundExeption e) {System.out.println("FileNotFoundExeption "+e);}}private stati void writeEdge(DataOutputStream dos, long id,byte[℄ name, int edgelass, long n1id, long n2id) {try {dos.writeBytes(String.valueOf(id));dos.writeBytes(",");dos.writeBytes(new String(name));dos.writeBytes(",");dos.writeBytes(String.valueOf(edgelass));dos.writeBytes(",");dos.writeBytes(String.valueOf(n1id));dos.writeBytes(",");dos.writeBytes(String.valueOf(n2id));dos.writeBytes(",");dos.writeBytes("0");dos.writeBytes(",");taeller++;dos.writeBytes(String.valueOf(taeller));dos.writeBytes("\n");dos.writeBytes(String.valueOf(id));dos.writeBytes(",");



102 Soure Codedos.writeBytes(new String(name));dos.writeBytes(",");dos.writeBytes(String.valueOf(edgelass));dos.writeBytes(",");dos.writeBytes(String.valueOf(n1id));dos.writeBytes(",");dos.writeBytes(String.valueOf(n2id));dos.writeBytes(",");dos.writeBytes("1");dos.writeBytes(",");taeller++;dos.writeBytes(String.valueOf(taeller));dos.writeBytes("\n");} ath (IOExeption e) {System.out.println("Pis! " + e);}}private stati void readEdges(String filename, String outputfile) {try {DataInputStream dis = new DataInputStream(new FileInputStream(filename));DataOutputStream dos = new DataOutputStream(new FileOutputStream(outputfile));try {while (true) {long n1id = dis.readLong();long n2id = dis.readLong();byte length = dis.readByte();byte[℄ name = new byte[length℄;dis.read(name);long id = dis.readLong();int edgelass = dis.readInt();writeEdge(dos, id, name, edgelass, n1id, n2id);}} ath(EOFExeption e) {;} ath(IOExeption e) {System.out.println("IOExeption "+e);}try {dis.lose();dos.lose();} ath(IOExeption e) {



A.2 Fat Table and Dimensions 103System.out.println("IOExeption "+e);}} ath(FileNotFoundExeption e) {System.out.println("FileNotFoundExeption "+e);}}publi stati void main(String[℄ args){if (args.length == 0) {System.out.println("Usage: java Main<mapfilename>\n");System.out.println("mapfilename: name of the map WITHOUTthe \".node\" or the\".edge\"-extension");System.exit(1);}String nodefile = new String(args[0℄+".node");String nodeoutfile = new String(nodefile+".txt");String edgefile = new String(args[0℄+".edge");String edgeoutfile = new String(edgefile+".txt");readNodes(nodefile, nodeoutfile);readEdges(edgefile, edgeoutfile);}}A.2 Fat Table and DimensionsIn this setion, the SQL-statements for reating the fat table and dimensions islisted. After that, some funtions for laoding data into the dimensions are given./*The Time of Day dimension */reate table time_of_day_dim (pk numeri(2) primary key,desription varhar(12) not null,he_hour numeri(2) not null);/* The Day dimension */reate table day_dim (pk numeri(4) primary key,day_type varhar(7) not null,day_of_week varhar(9) not null,



104 Soure Codehe_date numeri(2) not null,he_month numeri(2) not null,he_year numeri(4) not null);/* The Road Segments dimension */reate table road_segments_dim (pk numeri(5) primary key,road_ode numeri(11) not null,road_name varhar(17) not null,diretion numeri(1) not null,apaity numeri(2) not null,kommune_ode numeri(3) not null,kommune_name varhar(7) not null,ountry varhar(7) not null);/* The Fat table */reate table fat_table (time_of_day_fk numeri(2) referenes time_of_day_dim(pk),day_fk numeri(4) referenes day_dim(pk),road_segments_fk numeri(5) referenes road_segments_dim(pk),max_speed_sum numeri(10),traffi_flow_sum numeri(10),oupation_time_sum numeri(10),no_of_ars_Sum numeri(10),no_of_obs_sum numeri(10),no_of_intervals numeri(10) not null);/* This funtion determines if a given year is a leap year. */reate or replae funtion leapyear(aar number) return number isskudaar number;beginskudaar := 0;if aar mod 4 = 0 thenskudaar := 1;if aar mod 100 = 0 thenskudaar := 0;if aar mod 400 = 0 thenskudaar := 1;end if;end if;



A.2 Fat Table and Dimensions 105end if;return skudaar;end leapyear;/* This funtion determines whih weekday a given date is */reate or replae funtion DayofWeek(aar number, maaned number, dagnumber) return number isa number;y number;m number;d number;begina := floor((14-maaned)/12);y := aar - a;m := maaned + ( 12*a ) - 2;d := (dag + y + floor(y/4) - floor(y/100) + floor(y/400) +floor((31*m)/12)) mod 7;return d;end DayofWeek;/* This funtion loads data into the Road Segments Dimension.The data is taken from the table "Edges" whih ontains the rawData from the network for the data generator */delare --Load data into road_segments_dimTYPE arrayseven IS VARRAY(7) OF NUMBER;apaityA arrayseven;ursor veje is selet * from edges;vV veje%rowtype;vejnavn varhar2(20);beginapaityA := arrayseven(30,20,20,10,10,10,10);open veje;loop feth veje into vV;exit when veje%notfound;vejnavn := 'Edge ' || to_har(vV.id);insert into road_segments_dim values(vV.pk,vV.id,vejnavn,vV.retning,apaityA(vV.lass+1),851,'Aalborg','Danmark');end loop;end;/* This funtion loads data into the Time of Day dimensiondelare



106 Soure Codebegininsert into time_of_day_dim values(1,'Night',0);insert into time_of_day_dim values(2,'Night',1);insert into time_of_day_dim values(3,'Night',2);insert into time_of_day_dim values(4,'Night',3);insert into time_of_day_dim values(5,'Night',4);insert into time_of_day_dim values(6,'Night',5);insert into time_of_day_dim values(7,'Night',6);insert into time_of_day_dim values(8,'Morning',7);insert into time_of_day_dim values(9,'Morning',8);insert into time_of_day_dim values(10,'Daytime',9);insert into time_of_day_dim values(11,'Daytime',10);insert into time_of_day_dim values(12,'Daytime',11);insert into time_of_day_dim values(13,'Daytime',12);insert into time_of_day_dim values(14,'Daytime',13);insert into time_of_day_dim values(15,'Daytime',14);insert into time_of_day_dim values(16,'Afternoon',15);insert into time_of_day_dim values(17,'Afternoon',16);insert into time_of_day_dim values(18,'Evening',17);insert into time_of_day_dim values(19,'Evening',18);insert into time_of_day_dim values(20,'Evening',19);insert into time_of_day_dim values(21,'Evening',20);insert into time_of_day_dim values(22,'Night',21);insert into time_of_day_dim values(23,'Night',22);insert into time_of_day_dim values(24,'Night',23);end;/* This funtion loads data into the Day dimensiondelareTYPE arrayseven IS VARRAY(7) OF VARCHAR(9);DayOfWeekA arrayseven;DayTypeA arrayseven;taeller number;slutaar onstant number := 2010;startaar onstant number := 2000;maaned number;aar number;dag number;dow number;skudaar number;beginaar := startaar;



A.2 Fat Table and Dimensions 107DayOfWeekA := arrayseven('Monday', 'Tuesday', 'Wednesday', 'Thursday','Friday', 'Saturday', 'Sunday');DayTypeA := arrayseven('Weekday','Weekday','Weekday','Weekday','Weekday','Weekend','Weekend');maaned := 1;dag := 1;dow := DayofWeek(aar,maaned,dag);skudaar := leapyear(aar);taeller := 0;loop -- Kør denne loop indtil vi har nået alle de år igennem som vi skal.exit when aar = slutaar+1;taeller := taeller + 1; -- Næste tupel skal have en unik taeller.insert into day_dim values(taeller,DayTypeA(dow),DayOfWeekA(dow),dag,maaned,aar);dag := dag + 1; -- Dagen skal altid tælles op.dow := dow + 1; -- Ugedagen skal også tælles en op.if dow = 8 then -- Blev den talt en for meget op?dow := 1; -- så nulstiller vi den da bareend if;-- Wrap the month, quarter and year??if (dag > 28) then -- Vi skal ikke wrappe hvis vi ikke er over-- den 28. i måneden.if (dag = 29) and (maaned = 2) and (skudaar = 0) then-- Er vi for langt?dag := 1;maaned := 3;elsif (dag = 30) and (maaned = 2) then-- Er vi for langt i februar?dag := 1;maaned := 3;elsif (dag = 31) and ((maaned = 4) or (maaned = 6) or(maaned = 9) or (maaned = 11)) thendag := 1;-- Er vi for langt i en måned med 30 dage?maaned := maaned + 1;elsif (dag = 32) then-- Eller er vi for langt i en måned med 31 dage?dag := 1;maaned := maaned + 1;if maaned = 13 then -- Ups - nyt år!maaned := 1;aar := aar + 1;



108 Soure Codeskudaar := leapyear(aar);end if;end if;end if;end loop;end;
A.3 ETLdrop table max_speed_med_tid;reate table max_speed_med_tid (maximum_speed number(20,10) NOT NULL,road_fk NUMBER (5) NOT NULL,time_of_day_fk NUMBER (2) NOT NULL,day_fk NUMBER (4) NOT NULL,minutes NUMBER(10));drop table oupation_time_med_tid;reate table oupation_time_med_tid(Oupation_TIME NUMBER (6),road_fk NUMBER (5) NOT NULL,time_of_day_fk NUMBER (2) NOT NULL,day_fk NUMBER (4) NOT NULL, minutes number(10));reate table omplete_yle_set (CYCLENO NUMBER (7),FK_TIL_EDGE NUMBER (2));reate table objet_oupation(starttid NUMBER (7), sluttid NUMBER (7),FK_TIL_EDGE NUMBER (2));drop table number_objets_med_tid;reate table number_objets_med_tid(number_objets number(5), road_fk NUMBER (5),time_of_day_fk NUMBER (2) , day_fk NUMBER (4), minutes NUMBER (10) );drop table traffi_flow_med_tid; --Vi starter med at droppe tabellen.reate table traffi_flow_med_tid(traffi_flow number(4), ROAD_FK NUMBER (5), TIME_OF_DAY_FK NUMBER (2),



A.3 ETL 109DAY_FK NUMBER (4), minutes NUMBER(10));/* PROCEDURE: al_maximum_speed** Denne proedure gemmer beregner maximum speed værdierne* og gemmer dem sammen med de tilsvarende* fremmednøgler fra dimensionerne.** INPUT: minus1020* tabellen, som indeholder alle alle observationerne* og ykel nummer og edgeid for den kant* observationen er foretaget.** ARGUMENT: time_offset, hvis observationerne* ikke skal mappes ind til time 0 i DW* ARGUMENT: day_ofset, hvis observationerne ikke* skal mappes ind til dag 0 i DW** DE BLIVER ENDNU IKKE BRUGT!!!!** OUTPUT: max_speed_med_tid, som indeholder maximum speed per munit* med referener til time, dag og segment i* dimensionstabellen.**/;reate or replae proedure al_maximum_speed(time_offset IN number, day_ofset IN number)ASeval_period number(4) := 60;begin--Vi starter med at droppe tabellen.exeute immediate 'drop table max_speed_med_tid';exeute immediate 'reate table max_speed_med_tid(maximum_speed number(20,10) NOT NULL,road_fk NUMBER (5)NOT NULL,time_of_day_fkNUMBER (2) NOTNULL, day_fk NUMBER (4) NOT NULL, minutes NUMBER(10))';ommit;



110 Soure Code-- INDSÆT attributterne! Ingen index eller nøgler!insert into max_speed_med_tid ( --Her indsætter vi tuplerneselet t1.max_speed, t1.fk_til_edge, tod.pk, dd.pk, minutesfrom (selet max(speed) as max_speed, floor(yleno/eval_period)as minutes, fk_til_edgefrom minus1020group by floor(yleno/eval_period),fk_til_edge) t1,time_of_day_dim tod,day_dim ddwhere floor(t1.minutes/60)+7 -2*floor(t1.minutes/120) = tod.he_hourand floor(t1.minutes/120)+1=dd.pk);--where mod(floor(t1.minutes/60),24) = tod.he_hour andfloor(t1.minutes/1440)+1=dd.pk);ommit;exeute immediate 'reate bitmap index vej_maxsp onmax_speed_med_tid(road_fk)';exeute immediate 'reate bitmap index dagtid_maxsp onmax_speed_med_tid(time_of_day_fk)';exeute immediate 'reate bitmap index dage_maxsp onmax_speed_med_tid(day_fk)';ommit;insert into all_buffer_table (max_speed_sum, road_segments_fk,time_of_day_fk , day_fk )(selet sum(maximum_speed), ROAD_FK, TIME_OF_DAY_FK, DAY_FKfrom max_speed_med_tidgroup by ROAD_FK, TIME_OF_DAY_FK, DAY_FK );end;/**************************************************************** ******* BEREGN OCCUPATION TIME ******* *****************************************************************/
reate or replae proedure al_oupation_time (time_offset INnumber, day_ofset IN number)ASeval_period number(4) := 60;begin



A.3 ETL 111exeute immediate 'drop table omplete_yle_set';exeute immediate 'reate table omplete_yle_set as(selet yleno, fk_til_edge from minus1020where mod(yleno,60)= 59 group by yleno, fk_til_edge )';exeute immediate 'alter table omplete_yle_set modify(yleno NOT NULL)';exeute immediate 'alter table omplete_yle_set modify(FK_TIL_EDGE NOT NULL)';ommit;exeute immediate 'reate bitmap index _edge onomplete_yle_set(FK_TIL_EDGE)';exeute immediate 'reate index _yle onomplete_yle_set(CYCLENO)';ommit;/* OBJECT_TID: hvor lang tid hvert objet har brugt på hver vejden har kørt i løbet af simuleringen.*/exeute immediate 'drop table objet_oupation';ommit;exeute immediate 'reate table objet_oupation as (SELECT min(yleno) as starttid, max(yleno) as sluttid,fk_til_edgeFROM minus1020GROUP BY fk_til_edge, objetid, edgenumber,floor(yleno/7200))';exeute immediate 'alter table objet_oupation modify(fk_til_edge not null)';exeute immediate 'reate bitmap index objet_oupation onobjet_oupation(FK_TIL_EDGE)';ommit;exeute immediate 'drop table oupation_time_med_tid';exeute immediate 'reate table oupation_time_med_tid as (selet t1.oupation_time, t1.fk_til_edge as road_fk,tod.pk as time_of_day_fk, dd.pk as day_fk,floor(minutes/60)+1 as minutesfrom ( SELECT sum (yleno-starttid) as oupation_time,o1.fk_til_edge, yleno as minutes



112 Soure Codefrom objet_oupation o1, omplete_yle_set o2WHERE (o2.yleno between o1.starttid AND o1.sluttid)AND (o1.fk_til_edge = o2.fk_til_edge)GROUP BY o2.yleno, o1.fk_til_edge) t1,time_of_day_dim tod,day_dim ddwhere floor(t1.minutes/3600)+7 -2*floor(t1.minutes/7200) =tod.he_hour and floor(t1.minutes/7200)+1=dd./* læg mærke at der divideres med er 3600.** Det er fordi at selvom der kun er en ykel per** minut, har yklen stadig sekundværdien af den** sidste ykel i det minut. Se ompleate_yle_set**/exeute immediate 'alter table oupation_time_med_tid modify(road_fk NOT NULL)';exeute immediate 'alter table oupation_time_med_tid modify(time_of_day_fk NOT NULL)';exeute immediate 'alter table oupation_time_med_tid modify(day_fk NOT NULL)';ommit;exeute immediate 'reate bitmap index vej_otime onoupation_time_med_tid (road_fk)';exeute immediate 'reate bitmap indexdagtid_otime on oupation_time_med_tid(time_of_day_fk)';exeute immediate 'reate bitmap index dage_otime onoupation_time_med_tid (day_fk)';--Indsæt i all_buffer_table. ;/*næsten klar til at smide i datawarehouset ;)*/insert into all_buffer_table (oupation_time_sum, road_segments_fk ,time_of_day_fk , day_fk )(selet sum(oupation_time),ROAD_FK, TIME_OF_DAY_FK, DAY_FKfrom oupation_time_med_tidgroup by ROAD_FK, TIME_OF_DAY_FK,DAY_FK );end;



A.3 ETL 113/********************************************************* ******* ******* BEREGN NUMBER OF CARS ******* ***********************************************************/reate or replae proedure al_number_objets(time_offset IN number, day_ofset IN number)ASeval_period number(4) := 60;begin/** beregn antal biler pr vej og tid* KUN BEREGNE ANTALLET FOR HVER 60 sekund* Vi registrerer alt på minut niveau også altal objekter selvom* vi kan registrere det hvert yle. Grunden er at vi* vi vil gemme det i samme tablel som de andre "measures",* og derfor skal det være på samme granularitet.* Man kunne også have valgt at lave et gennemsnit over alle* antal for et helt minut men det gør vi ikke da det er* begrænset hvor mange variationer der kan være i løbet af et minut.*/exeute immediate 'drop table number_objets_med_tid';ommit;exeute immediate 'reate table number_objets_med_tid(number_objets number(5), road_fk NUMBER (5),time_of_day_fk NUMBER (2) , day_fk NUMBER (4),minutes NUMBER (10) )';ommit;insert into number_objets_med_tid ( --Her indsætter vi tuplerneselet t1.no_ars, t1.fk_til_edge, tod.pk, dd.pk, minutesfrom (selet ount(objetid) as no_ars, yleno/eval_period asminutes, fk_til_edgefrom minus1020where mod(yleno,eval_period)=59group by yleno, fk_til_edge) t1,time_of_day_dim tod,



114 Soure Codeday_dim ddwhere floor(t1.minutes/60)+7 -2*floor(t1.minutes/120) = tod.he_hourand floor(t1.minutes/120)+1=dd.pk);ommit;exeute immediate 'reate bitmap index vej_noars onnumber_objets_med_tid (road_fk)';exeute immediate'reate bitmap index dagtid_noars onnumber_objets_med_tid(time_of_day_fk)';exeute immediate 'reate bitmap index dage_noars onnumber_objets_med_tid (day_fk)';ommit;insert into all_buffer_table(no_of_ars_sum, road_segments_fk , time_of_day_fk , day_fk )(selet sum(number_objets), ROAD_FK, TIME_OF_DAY_FK, DAY_FKfrom number_objets_med_tidgroup by ROAD_FK, TIME_OF_DAY_FK, DAY_FK );end;/******************************************************* ******** ******** BEREGRN TRAFFIC FLOW ******** **********************************************************/reate or replae proedure al_traffi_flow (time_offset IN number,day_ofset IN number) ASeval_period number(4) := 60;begin--Vi starter med at droppe tabellen.exeute immediate 'drop table traffi_flow_med_tid';exeute immediate 'reate table traffi_flow_med_tid(traffi_flow number(4), ROAD_FK NUMBER (5), TIME_OF_DAY_FK NUMBER (2),DAY_FK NUMBER (4), minutes NUMBER(10))';ommit;/** Her finder vi ud af hvad traffiflow er for hvert segment i løbet af



A.3 ETL 115* 1 minut. Forespørgslen består af to sub-forespørgsler. Den ene* beregner flowet i løbet af et minut. Den anden beregner antallet af* biler på et segment ved periodens udløb. Traffik-flowet beregnes så* ved at trække antallet af biler ved periodens udgang fra antallet af* biler der har befundet sig på segmentet i løbet af perioden.** Vi trækker 1 fra yleno når end_flow skal bestemmes,* det er fordi at end_flow for det første minut ville blive* assoieret med det 60 ykel som hører til det andet minut når* interval_flow beregnes. Ved at trække 1 fra yelno* vil end_flow passe med det rigtige interval_flow d.v.s** Interval_flow : 0-59 yleno => end_flow : 59 yleno*/ -- INDSÆT attributterne! Ingen index eller nøgler!insert into traffi_flow_med_tid ( --Her indsætter vi tuplerneselet t1.traffi_flow, t1.fk_til_edge, tod.pk, dd.pk, minutesfrom (selet (interval_flow.interval_flow - end_flow.end_flow) astraffi_flow, end_flow.minutes, end_flow.fk_til_edgefrom ( selet ount(distint objetid) as interval_flow,floor(yleno/eval_period) as minutes, fk_til_edgefrom minus1020 group by floor(yleno/eval_period),fk_til_edge) interval_flow,(selet ount(objetid) as end_flow, fk_til_edge,floor(yleno/eval_period) as minutes --alle objetid'er inden for et ykel er distintfrom minus1020where mod(yleno-1,eval_period)=0 andyleno <> 1-- -1 fordi det skal være fra samme intervalgroup by fk_til_edge, yleno) end_flowwhere end_flow.fk_til_edge=interval_flow.fk_til_edge andend_flow.minutes=interval_flow.minutes) t1,time_of_day_dim tod,day_dim ddwhere floor(t1.minutes/60)+7 -2*floor(t1.minutes/120) = tod.he_hourand floor(t1.minutes/120)+1=dd.pk);ommit;exeute immediate 'reate bitmap index vej_tflow ontraffi_flow_med_tid (road_fk)';exeute immediate 'reate bitmap index dagtid_tflow on



116 Soure Codetraffi_flow_med_tid (time_of_day_fk)';exeute immediate 'reate bitmap index dage_tflow ontraffi_flow_med_tid (day_fk)';--Indsæt i all_buffer_table. ;/*næsten klar til at smide i datawarehouset ;)*/insert into all_buffer_table(traffi_flow_sum, road_segments_fk , time_of_day_fk , day_fk )(selet sum(traffi_flow), ROAD_FK, TIME_OF_DAY_FK, DAY_FKfrom traffi_flow_med_tidgroup by ROAD_FK, TIME_OF_DAY_FK, DAY_FK );end;/*********************************************** ******* ******* BEREGN ANTAL OBSERVATIONER ******* *************************************************/reate or replae proedure al_number_observations(time_offset IN number, day_ofset IN number)ASbeginexeute immediate 'drop table number_observations_med_tid';exeute immediate 'reate table number_observations_med_tid(number_observations number(7) NOT NULL, road_fk NUMBER (5) NOT NULL,time_of_day_fk NUMBER (2) NOT NULL, day_fk NUMBER (4) NOT NULL)';--Så opretter vi den igen. Det er hurtigere end at slette alle tupler.ommit;-- INDSÆT attributterne! Ingen index eller nøgler!insert into number_observations_med_tid ( --Her indsætter vi tuplerneselet t1.no_obs, t1.fk_til_edge, tod.pk, dd.pkfrom (selet ount(*) as no_obs, yleno, fk_til_edgefrom observationsgroup by yleno,fk_til_edge) t1,time_of_day_dim tod,day_dim dd



A.3 ETL 117where floor(t1.yleno/3600)+7 -2*floor(t1.yleno/7200) =tod.he_hour and floor(t1.yleno/7200)+1=dd.pk);ommit;exeute immediate 'reate bitmap index vej_nobs onnumber_observations_med_tid(road_fk)';exeute immediate 'reate bitmap index dagtid_nobs onnumber_observations_med_tid(time_of_day_fk)';exeute immediate 'reate bitmap index dage_nobs onnumber_observations_med_tid(day_fk)';/* her læses skidtet ind i all_buffer_table* som vil indeholde alle measures for metoderne og* null værdier for de metoder det ikke relerterer.*/insert into all_buffer_table (no_of_obs_sum, road_segments_fk,time_of_day_fk , day_fk )(selet sum(number_observations), ROAD_FK, TIME_OF_DAY_FK, DAY_FKfrom number_observations_med_tid noogroup by ROAD_FK, TIME_OF_DAY_FK, DAY_FK );end;/************************************************** ******* INDLÆS I FACT TABELLEN ******* ****************************************************/delarebeginal_maximum_speed (0,0);al_number_objets(0,0);al_traffi_flow(0,0);al_oupation_time(0,0);al_number_observations(0,0);ommit;/* Læg mærke til at alle aggregeringsfunktioner ud over ount* ignorerer nulls,*/



118 Soure Codeinsert into fat_table (TIME_OF_DAY_FK, DAY_FK, ROAD_SEGMENTS_FK,MAX_SPEED_SUM, TRAFFIC_FLOW_SUM, NO_OF_CARS_SUM,NO_OF_INTERVALS, oupation_time_sum)(selet TIME_OF_DAY_FK, DAY_FK, ROAD_SEGMENTS_FK, sum(MAX_SPEED_SUM),sum(TRAFFIC_FLOW_SUM), sum(NO_OF_CARS_SUM), 60, sum(oupation_time_sum)from all_buffer_table group by TIME_OF_DAY_FK, DAY_FK, ROAD_SEGMENTS_FK);--Vi starter med at droppe tabellen.exeute immediate 'drop table all_buffer_table';exeute immediate 'reate table ALL_BUFFER_table(time_of_day_fk numeri(2), day_fk numeri(4),road_segments_fk numeri(5), max_speed_sum numeri(20),traffi_flow_sum numeri(20), oupation_time_sum numeri(20),no_of_ars_Sum numeri(20), no_of_obs_sum numeri(20),no_of_intervals numeri(20))';end;
A.4 Soure Codereate table results(method1_detetions number(10), method2_detetionsnumber(10), method3_detetions number(10), method4_detetionsnumber(10), overlap_12 number(10), overlap_23 number(10), overlap_31number(10), overlap_14 number(10), overlap_24 number(10), overlap_34number(10), overlap_123 number(10), overlap_124 number(10),overlap_234 number(10), overlap_1234 number(10));drop table number_objets_log;reate table number_objets_log(TIME_OF_DAY_FK NUMBER (2), DAY_FK NUMBER (4),ROAD_SEGMENTS_FK NUMBER (5), number_objets_value Number(20,10));drop table traffi_flow_log;reate table traffi_flow_log(TIME_OF_DAY_FK NUMBER (2), DAY_FK NUMBER (4), ROAD_SEGMENTS_FKNUMBER(5), traffi_flow_value Number(20,10), treshold number(10,8),



A.4 Soure Code 119result varhar(5));drop table max_speed_log;reate table max_speed_log(TIME_OF_DAY_FK NUMBER (2), DAY_FK NUMBER (4), ROAD_SEGMENTS_FKNUMBER(5), max_speed_value Number(20,10), treshold number(10,8),result varhar(5));drop table oupation_time_log;reate table oupation_time_log(TIME_OF_DAY_FK NUMBER (2), DAY_FK NUMBER (4), ROAD_SEGMENTS_FKNUMBER(5), oupation_time_value Number(20,10), treshold number(10,8),result varhar(5));delarebeginal_all_realtime_values ();ollet_result ();end;reate or replae proedure al_all_realtime_values asdelarebeginal_maximum_speed(0,0);al_number_objets(0,0);al_traffi_flow(0,0);al_oupation_time(0,0);exeute immediate 'drop table ombined_log';exeute immediate'reate table ombined_log(TIME_OF_DAY_FK NUMBER (2), DAY_FK NUMBER (4),ROAD_SEGMENTS_FK NUMBER (5), traffi_flow_value number(20,10),traffi_flow_result number(1), max_speed_value number(20,10),max_speed_result number(1),oupation_time_value number(20,10),oupation_time_result number(1), no_of_ars number(10),apaity number(2), minutes NUMBER(10))';



120 Soure Codelog_traffi_flow_method();log_max_speed_method ();log_oupation_time_method ();end;reate or replae proedure ollet_result asdelareursor ombined_alulator is selet TIME_OF_DAY_FK, DAY_FK,ROAD_SEGMENTS_FK,max(traffi_flow_value) as traffi_flow_value,max(traffi_flow_result) as traffi_flow_result,max(max_speed_value) as max_speed_value,max(max_speed_result) as max_speed_result,max(oupation_time_value) as oupation_time_value,max(oupation_time_result) as oupation_time_result,max(no_of_ars) as no_of_ars,max(apaity) as apaityfrom ombined_loggroup by TIME_OF_DAY_FK, DAY_FK, ROAD_SEGMENTS_FK, minutes;ombined_row ombined_alulator%rowtype;method1_detetions number(10) :=0;method2_detetions number(10) :=0;method3_detetions number(10) :=0;method4_detetions number(10) :=0;overlap_12 number(10) :=0;overlap_23 number(10) :=0;overlap_31 number(10) :=0;overlap_14 number(10) :=0;overlap_24 number(10) :=0;overlap_34 number(10) :=0;overlap_123 number(10) :=0;overlap_124 number(10) :=0;overlap_234 number(10) :=0;overlap_1234 number(10) :=0;ombined_value number;ombined_result boolean;th1 number := 5/4;th2 number := 4/3;th3 number := 3/2;ombined_treshold number := th1 + th2 + th3;



A.4 Soure Code 121true_val number(1) :=1;false_val number(1) :=0;beginopen ombined_alulator;loopombined_result := false;feth ombined_alulator into ombined_row;exit when ombined_alulator%NOTFOUND;ombined_value := ombined_row.traffi_flow_value +ombined_row.max_speed_value + ombined_row.oupation_time_value;if ombined_value > ombined_treshold andombined_row.no_of_ars*0.2 > ombined_row.apaity thenmethod4_detetions := method4_detetions +1;ombined_result := true;end if;if ombined_row.max_speed_result = true_val thenmethod1_detetions := method1_detetions +1;end if;if ombined_row.traffi_flow_result = true_val thenmethod2_detetions := method2_detetions +1;end if;if ombined_row.oupation_time_result = true_val thenmethod3_detetions := method3_detetions +1;end if;if ombined_row.max_speed_result = true_val andombined_row.traffi_flow_result = true_val thenoverlap_12 := overlap_12 +1;end if;if ombined_row.traffi_flow_result = true_val andombined_row.oupation_time_result = true_val thenoverlap_23 := overlap_23 +1;end if;if ombined_row.max_speed_result = true_val and



122 Soure Codeombined_row.oupation_time_result = true_val thenoverlap_31 := overlap_31 +1;end if;if ombined_row.max_speed_result = true_val andombined_result = true thenoverlap_14 :=overlap_14 +1;end if;if ombined_row.traffi_flow_result = true_val andombined_result = true thenoverlap_24 :=overlap_24 +1;end if;if ombined_row.oupation_time_result = true_val andombined_result = true thenoverlap_34 :=overlap_34 +1;end if;if ombined_row.max_speed_result = true_val andombined_row.traffi_flow_result = true_val andombined_row.oupation_time_result = true_val thenoverlap_123 := overlap_123 +1;end if;if ombined_row.max_speed_result = true_val andombined_row.traffi_flow_result = true_val and ombined_result = truethen overlap_124 :=overlap_124 +1;end if;if ombined_row.traffi_flow_result = true_val andombined_row.oupation_time_result = true_val and ombined_result =true then overlap_234 := overlap_234 +1;end if;if ombined_row.max_speed_result = true_val andombined_row.traffi_flow_result = true_val andombined_row.oupation_time_result = true_val and ombined_result =true then overlap_1234 := overlap_1234 +1;end if;end loop;lose ombined_alulator;



A.4 Soure Code 123insert into results values(method1_detetions, method2_detetions, method3_detetions,method4_detetions, overlap_12, overlap_23, overlap_31, overlap_14,overlap_24, overlap_34, overlap_123, overlap_124, overlap_234,overlap_1234, 'minus10');ommit;end;/******************************************************************** ***** NUMBER OF CARS METODEN ***** **********************************************************************//** Denne proedure har til formål at beregne om der har været* trafikprop på en vej på et bestemt tidspunkt.** Metoden er TRAFFIC FLOW metoden.** INPUT: proeduren bruger to tabeller* Traffi_flow_med_tid: indeholder værdierne der skal testes,* d.v.s. traffi flow for en vej over 1 minut* fat_table: datawarehouse tabellen som indeholder* de hitoriske aggregerede værdier på time niveau** output: Resultatet skrives til en log-tabel som hedder* number_objets_log. For hver tupel i number_objets_med_tid* skrives en* tupel i number_objets_log som indeholder fremmednøgler til* dimensionen som beskriver hvor/hvornår det er og* numerisk væri som angiver sværhedsgraden af trafik proppen.*/reate or replae proedure log_number_objets_method as--delareursor number_objets_values isselet realtime.road_fk, realtime.day_fk, realtime.time_of_day_fk,realtime.number_objets as realtime_number_objets,history.number_objets_sum/history.NO_OF_INTERVALS ashistory_number_objets



124 Soure Codefrom number_objets_med_tid realtime, (selet sum(no_of_ars_sum) as number_objets_sum,sum(NO_OF_INTERVALS) as NO_OF_INTERVALS, road_segments_fk,time_of_day_fkfrom fat_tablegroup by road_segments_fk, time_of_day_fk) historywhere realtime.road_FK = history.road_segments_fk andrealtime.time_OF_DAY_FK = history.time_of_day_fk;number_objets_row number_objets_values%rowtype;tf_value number(20,10);result number(1);begin--Vi starter med at droppe tabellen.exeute immediate 'drop table number_objets_log';ommit;exeute immediate'reate table number_objets_log(TIME_OF_DAY_FK NUMBER (2), DAY_FK NUMBER (4),ROAD_SEGMENTS_FK NUMBER (5), number_objets_value Number(20,10))';ommit; open number_objets_values;loop feth number_objets_values into number_objets_row;exit when number_objets_values%notfound;tf_value := number_objets_row.realtime_number_objets/number_objets_row.history_number_objets;insert into number_objets_log values(number_objets_row.time_of_day_fk,number_objets_row.day_fk,number_objets_row.road_fk, tf_value);end loop;lose number_objets_values;end;/* Læg mærke til at alle aggregeringsfunktioner ud over ount* ignorerer nulls,*//*************************************************************** ***** TRAFFIC FLOW METODEN ***** ***



A.4 Soure Code 125**************************************************************//** Denne proedure har til formål at beregne om der har været* trafikprop på en vej på et bestemt tidspunkt.** Metoden er TRAFFIC FLOW metoden.** INPUT: proeduren bruger to tabeller* Traffi_flow_med_tid: indeholder værdierne der skal* testes, d.v.s. traffi flow for en vej over 1 minut* fat_table: datawarehouse tabellen som indeholder de* hitoriske aggregerede værdier på time niveau** output: Resultatet skrives til en log-tabel som hedder* traffi_flow_log. For hver tupel i traffi_flow_med_tid* skrives en* tupel i traffi_flow_log som indeholder fremmednøgler til* dimensionen som beskriver hvor/hvornår det er og* numerisk væri som angiver sværhedsgraden af trafik proppen.*/reate or replae proedure log_traffi_flow_method as--delareursor traffi_flow_values isselet realtime.road_fk, realtime.day_fk, realtime.time_of_day_fk,realtime.traffi_flow as realtime_traffi_flow,history_traffi_flow, number_OBJECTS as no_of_ars,apaity, avg_no_of_ars, realtime.minutesfrom traffi_flow_med_tid realtime, number_objets_med_tid,ROAD_SEGMENTS_DIM, (selet sum(traffi_flow_sum)/sum(NO_OF_INTERVALS) ashistory_traffi_flow,sum(NO_OF_CARS_SUM)/sum(NO_OF_INTERVALS) asavg_no_of_ars, road_segments_fk, time_of_day_fkfrom fat_tablegroup by road_segments_fk, time_of_day_fk) historywhere realtime.road_FK = history.road_segments_fk andrealtime.time_OF_DAY_FK = history.time_of_day_fk andrealtime.road_FK = number_objets_med_tid.road_fk and



126 Soure Coderealtime.time_OF_DAY_FK = number_objets_med_tid.time_of_day_fkand realtime.day_fk = number_objets_med_tid.day_fk andrealtime.minutes = number_objets_med_tid.minutes andROAD_SEGMENTS_DIM.pk = realtime.road_FK;traffi_flow_row traffi_flow_values%rowtype;treshold number(10,8) := 4/3;tf_value number(20,10);result number(1);true_val number(1) :=1;false_val number(1) :=0;begin--Vi starter med at droppe tabellen.exeute immediate 'drop table traffi_flow_log';ommit;exeute immediate'reate table traffi_flow_log(TIME_OF_DAY_FK NUMBER (2), DAY_FK NUMBER (4),ROAD_SEGMENTS_FK NUMBER (5), traffi_flow_valueNumber(20,10),treshold number(10,8), result varhar(5))';open traffi_flow_values;loopfeth traffi_flow_values into traffi_flow_row;exit when traffi_flow_values%notfound;if traffi_flow_row.realtime_traffi_flow = 0 thentf_value := 0;else tf_value :=traffi_flow_row.history_traffi_flow/traffi_flow_row.realtime_traffi_flow;end if;if tf_value >= tresholdand traffi_flow_row.apaity*0.2 >traffi_flow_row.no_of_arsand traffi_flow_row.no_of_ars /traffi_flow_row.avg_no_of_ars>0.9 thenresult := true_val;else



A.4 Soure Code 127result := false_val;end if;insert into ombined_log(TIME_OF_DAY_FK, DAY_FK, ROAD_SEGMENTS_FK,traffi_flow_value, traffi_flow_result,minutes, apaity)values(traffi_flow_row.time_of_day_fk,traffi_flow_row.day_fk,traffi_flow_row.road_fk, tf_value, result,traffi_flow_row.minutes,traffi_flow_row.apaity);end loop;lose traffi_flow_values;end;/********************************************** ***** MAXIMUM SPEED METODEN ***** ************************************************//** Denne proedure har til formål at beregne om der har været* trafikprop på en vej på et bestemt tidspunkt.** Metoden er TRAFFIC FLOW metoden.** INPUT: proeduren bruger to tabeller* Traffi_flow_med_tid: indeholder værdierne der skal* testes, d.v.s. traffi flow for en vej over 1 minut* fat_table: datawarehouse tabellen som indeholder de* hitoriske aggregerede værdier på time niveau** output: Resultatet skrives til en log-tabel som hedder max_speed_log.* For hver tupel i max_speed_med_tid skrives en* tupel i max_speed_log som indeholder fremmednøgler til* dimensionen som beskriver hvor/hvornår det er og* numerisk væri som angiver sværhedsgraden af trafik proppen.*/reate or replae proedure log_max_speed_method as--delareursor max_speed_values is



128 Soure Codeselet realtime.road_fk, realtime.day_fk,realtime.time_of_day_fk,realtime.maximum_speed asrealtime_max_speed, history_max_speed,number_OBJECTS, apaity, realtime.minutesfrom max_speed_med_tid realtime, number_objets_med_tid,ROAD_SEGMENTS_DIM, (selet sum(max_speed_sum)/sum(NO_OF_INTERVALS) ashistory_max_speed, road_segments_fk, time_of_day_fkfrom fat_tablegroup by road_segments_fk, time_of_day_fk) historywhere realtime.road_FK = history.road_segments_fk andrealtime.time_OF_DAY_FK = history.time_of_day_fk andrealtime.road_FK = number_objets_med_tid.road_fk andrealtime.time_OF_DAY_FK = number_objets_med_tid.time_of_day_fkand realtime.day_fk = number_objets_med_tid.day_fk andrealtime.minutes = number_objets_med_tid.minutes andROAD_SEGMENTS_DIM.pk = realtime.road_FK;max_speed_row max_speed_values%rowtype;treshold number(10,8) := 5/4;tf_value number(20,10);result number(1);true_val number(1) :=1;false_val number(1) :=0;begin--Vi starter med at droppe tabellen.exeute immediate 'drop table max_speed_log';exeute immediate'reate table max_speed_log(TIME_OF_DAY_FK NUMBER (2), DAY_FK NUMBER (4),ROAD_SEGMENTS_FK NUMBER (5), max_speed_value Number(20,10),treshold number(10,8), result varhar(5))';open max_speed_values;loop feth max_speed_values into max_speed_row;exit when max_speed_values%notfound;if max_speed_row.realtime_max_speed = 0 thentf_value := 0;



A.4 Soure Code 129else tf_value := max_speed_row.history_max_speed/max_speed_row.realtime_max_speed;end if;if tf_value >= treshold andmax_speed_row.apaity*0.2 >max_speed_row.number_objets thenresult := true_val;else result := false_val;end if;insert into ombined_log(TIME_OF_DAY_FK, DAY_FK, ROAD_SEGMENTS_FK,max_speed_value, max_speed_result,no_of_ars, minutes)values(max_speed_row.time_of_day_fk,peed_row.day_fk,max_speed_row.road_fk, tf_value, result,max_speed_row.number_objets, max_speed_row.minutes);end loop;lose max_speed_values;end;/******************************************************************* ***** OCCUPATION TIME METODEN ***** *********************************************************************//** Denne proedure har til formål at beregne om der har været* trafikprop på en vej på et bestemt tidspunkt.** Metoden er TRAFFIC FLOW metoden.** INPUT: proeduren bruger to tabeller* Traffi_flow_med_tid: indeholder værdierne der skal testes,* d.v.s.* traffi flow for en vej over 1 minut* fat_table: datawarehouse tabellen som* indeholder de hitoriske aggregerede værdier på time niveau** output: Resultatet skrives til en log-tabel som hedder* oupation_time_log. For hver tupel i* oupation_time_med_tid skrives en



130 Soure Code* tupel i oupation_time_log som indeholder fremmednøgler tilØ dimensionen som beskriver hvor/hvornår det er og* numerisk væri som angiver sværhedsgraden af trafik proppen.*/reate or replae proedure log_oupation_time_method asursor oupation_time_values isselet realtime.road_fk, realtime.day_fk, realtime.time_of_day_fk,realtime.oupation_time/number_objets asrealtime_oupation_time,history.oupation_time_sum/history.NO_OF_ars_sum ashistory_oupation_time, number_OBJECTS, apaity,realtime.minutesfrom oupation_time_med_tid realtime, number_objets_med_tid,ROAD_SEGMENTS_DIM, (selet sum(oupation_time_sum) as oupation_time_sum,sum(NO_OF_ars_sum) as NO_OF_ars_sum, road_segments_fk,time_of_day_fkfrom fat_tablegroup by road_segments_fk, time_of_day_fk) historywhere realtime.road_FK = history.road_segments_fk andrealtime.time_OF_DAY_FK = history.time_of_day_fk andrealtime.road_FK = number_objets_med_tid.road_fk andrealtime.time_OF_DAY_FK = number_objets_med_tid.time_of_day_fkand realtime.day_fk = number_objets_med_tid.day_fk andrealtime.minutes = number_objets_med_tid.minutes andROAD_SEGMENTS_DIM.pk = realtime.road_FK;oupation_time_row oupation_time_values%rowtype;treshold number(10,8) := 3/2;tf_value number(20,10);result number(1);true_val number(1) :=1;false_val number(1) :=0;begin--Vi starter med at droppe tabellen.exeute immediate 'drop table oupation_time_log';



A.4 Soure Code 131exeute immediate 'reate table oupation_time_log(TIME_OF_DAY_FKNUMBER (2), DAY_FK NUMBER (4),ROAD_SEGMENTS_FK NUMBER (5),oupation_time_value Number(20,10),treshold number(10,8),result varhar(5))';ommit; open oupation_time_values;loopfeth oupation_time_values into oupation_time_row;exit when oupation_time_values%notfound;tf_value := oupation_time_row.realtime_oupation_time/oupation_time_row.history_oupation_time;if tf_value >= treshold and oupation_time_row.apaity*0.2 > oupation_time_row.number_objetsthen result := true_val;else result := false_val;end if;insert into ombined_log (TIME_OF_DAY_FK, DAY_FK,ROAD_SEGMENTS_FK,oupation_time_value,oupation_time_result, minutes)values(oupation_time_row.time_of_day_fk,oupation_time_row.day_fk,oupation_time_row.road_fk,tf_value, result, oupation_time_row.minutes);end loop;lose oupation_time_values;end;





BGlobal Positioning
System

The Global Positioning System (GPS) is a positioning system, that lets a GPS re-eiver determine its position on the earth within a few meters. At least 24 satellitesare orbiting the world at all times and they ontinuously send out a signal to GPSreeivers. The orbits of the GPS satellites are hosen suh that a GPS reeiver anreeive signals from �ve to eight satellites if there are no obstales between the re-eiver and the satellites. These obstales ould be mountains and buildings. A GPSreeiver needs the signal from at least four satellites to determine three-dimensionaloordinates and a time o�set. Three satellites provide enough information to deter-mine two-dimensional oordinates but it is insu�ient for determining the altitudeof the position.The GPS system was funded by and ontrolled by the U. S. Department of De-fense (DOD) and intended to be for the U.S. army only. Sine the GPS systemwas launhed, the DOD has opened up for private use, and now GPS reeivers andetermine their position down to within 5 meters.


